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By Mayor WILLIAM S. DAVIS
Gentlemen of the City Council :
My address to you today will be brief. The citizens
of Rochester have elected you and I to take charge of
the City's affairs for the year 1924. I appreciate very
much the honor conferred upon me, and I realize the
responsibility of my position deeply. The one gratify-
ing feature, however, is to know that you are to share
that responsibility with me. I know I speak your mind
when I say, "We want to make good," therefore, I
plead for unity. With your assistance, your Mayor can
accomplish most everything required of him. Without
your cooperation his work will be difficult. The tax
payers of this City will watch us closely; we will be
criticised, but if we are honest with each other and
honest with the City, then as this year draws to a
close we can look with plasure on the service we have
rendered. We live in an age of action; the public de-
mands service; let us continue the good work by help-
ing to make Rochester a larger and more progressive
City in which to live.
Gentlemen, in the discharge of my duties I pledge
to you to do the right as God giveth me to see the light.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT, JANUARY 1, 1924
Debit
Municipal Bonds $126,000 00
Municipal Highway Bonds 5,000 00
City Hall Bonds 14,000 00
Checks out unpaid 1,577 16
Amount due Water Works on Account 1,881 00
$148,458 16
Credit
Boston & Maine Stock $ 800 00
Due on sundry acounts 1,528 47
Due on Collector's list, 1923 10,930 48
Cash in hands of Treasurer 3,485 69
$ 16,744 64
Net Indebtedness $131,713 52
Decrease of debt during 1923 23,052 56
Assets of Water Works
United States Certificates 25,000 00
SCHOOLS
The public school we look upon with pride, for herein
lies the future success of this City. The greatest public
institution this city supports by taxation is the School.
A larger per cent, of taxes goes to this department than
to any other. However, I believe this is right. Similar
conditions are found in all progressive cities. The
teacher is the most important asset toward developing
an efficient school. We should see to it that Rochester
has as efficient teachers as it can afford. Many of the
larger communities and nearly all of the cities in the
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State have vocational courses in their pubhc school
systems. Possibly it is time for Rochester to be fully
informed upon this subject. Rochester cannot afford
to let its school buildings deteriorate. A few repairs
and improvements made each year is a good business
proposition.
STREET LIGHTS
Nothing is so noticeable as one enters a city in the
evening than to find it poorly lighted. I have thought
a few added lights would improve our square. I find
there is less danger from burglary when a city is well
lighted, and for this reason alone, I would favor a well
lighted business section.
ROADS, BRIDGES AND DRAINS
I am a strong believer in good roads. The high cost
of State and City tax one must pay before one is al-
lowed to start their automobile, makes the automobile
owner expect good roads, and you will find that there
will be a greater demand from the public for better
roads. Many of our streets are in very much need of
repair. I think it very poor economy to neglect our
highways for one year as it is very hard to regain
what you have lost even in that short time. The heavy
trucks are so much in use on our streets, that the very
day that the street starts to give way, it is soon
destroyed. I am in favor of keeping the highway in
the rural district in good repair; by so doing, you
bring business to our City. I am a strong supporter of




SHADE TREES, PARKS AND COMMONS
We should bear in mind that our shade trees and
commons will add either credit or discredit to our City,
therefore, we should have them properly cared for. I
think Dominicus Hanson Park could be made one of the
most beautiful parks in this section. I would favor
having more swings and settees for the public use,
also, having a care taker to look after the property
during the vacation season, as I find you cannot keep
the property protected unless you have someone on the
grounds most of the time.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
My attention has been called to this department
many times this year, as Rochester has had many sad
and destructive fires, and I know you will agree with
me when I say that our Fire Department cannot be
beaten for the valuable service they have rendered. I
have visited the Fire Chief and had him tell me what
improvements he would like. I ask the gentlemen that
represent this committee to visit Chief Nute, and I
recommend that you take such measures as you deem
advisable to improve this department. I know you will
find it in very much need of attention.
SIDEWALK DEPARTMENT
We all like good sidewalks and I am in favor of build-
ing all we can, but, one thing I promise you, I shall try
and improve our sidewalk on South Main Street. I,
like many others, have come to grief by not being
familiar with the rise in the walk at one certain place.
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WATER WORKS AND SEWERS
Knowing- as I do very little of this department, I have
asked our Superintendent to give his opinion as to the
condition of this department and what should be done
to improve conditions therein, and this is what I find
:
There should be a new gate house constructed at the
reservoir, as the one now in use is too small, and the
walls are badly cracked. It would be impossible to
renew the gate valves in the bottom of the chamber,
owing to the small space, and they should be replaced
soon.
To give a sufficient water supply when the City is
taking- water from Round Pond, there should be an-
other 12-in. main running parallel with the one now in
use. This would mean about one-half mile of pipe.
There is a line of 16-in. pipe laid under water through
the reservoir to the dam. Below the dam at the reser-
voir there is a cross over valve that allows the surplus
water to feed into the old 12-in. main to City. This
16-in. main is laid to a point about 300 feet from the
upper shore, and this would mean considerable expense
to this job, as the pipe is laid in very wet land. There
ought to be two cement dams built at Round Pond to
keep undesirable water from contaminating the water
of this Pond.
In addition to this work there remains the fire under-
writers' suggestions for new main pipes from Spring
Street to Central Square and up Wakefield to Glenwooa
Avenue.
In the Sewer Department, a power sewer cleaning
machine is badly needed to remove roots now growing
in some of the mains, as the few tools we have are
inadequate to do this work in a proper manner.
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I will respectfully ask the Committee on Water
Works and Sewers to give this department their atten-
tion and report at our February Council Meeting. •
POLICE DEPARTMENT
As I have been your City Marshal for the last three
years, I will refrain from making many remarks as to
this department. However, I am of the same opinion
as two years ago. I think you should add one more
officer to your present force. Quite often the Marshal
is called to Conic or East Rochester; then there is no
officer on duty in the City. Knowing as you do the
great wave of crime in other cities, you must expect
sooner or later it will reach this City. It is better to
play safe than to be sorry when it is too late.
SALARIES OF CITY OFFICERS
I favor the hiring of good, efficient employees in
every department in this City. The high cost of living
will not allow us to reduce wages at this time, and I am
free to say I do not approve of cutting salaries. I find
you get better results when you pay your employees a
living wage. No person will work for your interest
when under paid. You usually get what you pay for,
nothing more. I would favor the election of one tax
assessor to remain in the Assessors' Office every work-
ing day of the week, hours and salary to be fixed by
the City Council.
THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
In a recent state report our public library stood fifth
in the state in circulation, following Manchester,
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Nashua, Concord, and Portsmouth in the order named.
In addition to providing books for recreation and study,
it is the reference hbrary of the schools and of every
citizen of Rochester.
Many of our boys and girls never complete the high
school course and only about one in twenty-five ever
have the opportunity for higher education. The library
is the poor man's college. The city cannot help the
boy or the girl to a college education no matter how
ambitious or worthy they may be, but it can provide
books for them to study and it can see that the library
is so equipped that it can supplement not only the high
school but the college and be able to furnish exact and
up to date information on every subject.
WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST
My attention has been called to this Department.
Record of work performed during 1923.
Currant and Gooseberry Bushes Destroyed
Wild Gooseberry 5,619
Skunk Currant 17,436
Wild Red and Black Currants 12
Cultivated Bushes 40
Total 23,107
Necessity for Future Work
While the Forestry Department believes that an ex-
cellent showing was made in the first year's work of
controlling blister rust in Rochester, still, nevertheless,
it is very important that all pine areas of the City
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receive similar protection. The Department therefore
recommends that the City of Rochester make an appro-
priation of $1,000 for continuing control measures
during 1924, in areas not yet covered. The State will
increase such an appropriation 25 per cent., provided
State funds available for such purposes permit.
OPERA HOUSE
Sending and receiving radio communications now
made practical, provides a new use for the Opera
House. By installing receiving and sending appli-
ances, the people of Rochester can listen to concerts,
lectures, etc., in the most distant parts of the country,
and very soon in foreign countries, and can transmit
lectures and speeches to all parts of the State to be
heard in homes and public halls equipped with receiv-
ing appliances. Such entertianment and instruction




Please do not misunderstand me at this time. I do
not expect we can place in efficient condition every
department I have called to your attention, but I do
expect we can improve in some of them. At this time
I have read from one side of the slate ; one year hence
the public will read from both sides of the slate, and
by the reading of that slate you and I will either stand
or fall.
City Government







City Clerk—Frank E. Hussey.
CiUj Treasurer—John L. Copp.
City Solicitor—Elmer J. Smart.
Collector of Taxes—William K. Kimball.
Street Commissioner—Newell B. Foss.
Superintendent of Water Works and Seivers—J. Frank
Ellis.
Marshal—Isaac W. Rankin.
Assistant Marshal—James B. Young.
Night Watch—Adelard Duquette.
Police at Gonic—James S. Allen.
Police at East Rochester—George P. Herries.
Chief Engineer of Fire Department—John F. Nute.
Fi7'st Assistant Engineer—Wilbur E. Home.
Second Assistant Engineer—Peter McShane.
Third Assistant Engineer—Charles S. Clark.
Fourth Assistant Engineer—George H. Marsh.
Sanitary Officer—John I. Rankin.
Overseer of the Poor—Forrest L. Keay.
City Physician—Dudley L. Stokes.
Board of Health—John I. Rankin, Dudley L. Stokes,
Forrest L. Keay.
Assessors—J. E. A. Bilodeau, Harry L. Header,
Charles H. Twombly.
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Plumbers' Examining Board—Dudley L. Stokes, John
I. Rankin, Albert P. Covey.
Trustes of Public Library—Mayor William S. Davis,
Harry H. Header, John Young, H. L. Worcester,
Willis McDuffee, Sidney B. Hayes, Fred P.
Header.
Trustees of Trust Funds—Cecil C. Shaw, Frank E.
Hussey, John S. Kimball.
Manager of Opera House—Elihu L. Webster.
Janitor—J. Harry Dame.
Assistant Janitor—Frank D. Stevens.
Licensing Board—Hayor William S. Davis, City Mar-
shal Isaac W. Rankin, City Clerk Frank E. Hus-
sey.
Special Police—George D. Dame, Nelson Hatch, Joseph
Cooley, Stephen Howard, Edward Josselyn, Wil-
liam 0. Allen, Walter J. Seavey, Joseph Woodes,
William A. Hartin, H. H. Clough, Louis Gauthier,
Felix Hughes, Raymond A. Foss, Arthur T.
Home, Charles A. Emerson, John I. Rankin, Fred
Doyle, Arthur E. Tebbetts, John E. Parry, Louis
Grasse, David Charrette, Charles E. Hodgdon,
J, B. Callaghan, Thomas H. Andrews, Elmer A.
Garland, Carl Jacobs, Elmer Watson, William J.
Blair, August Jacques, Horace F. Haynes, D. Roy
Smith, Frank J. Hilan, H. E. Dickinson, William
Perron, William Littlefield, Stephen F. Bennett,
Everett A. Chadbourne, Dan Henderson, Fred L.
Seavey, Ernest Watson, J. Harry Dame, Elihu L.
Webster, L Belmont Allen, J. Bert Howison, Jos.
Rocheleau, E. F. Dame, Roy Laskey, Ansel Earn-
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ham, Frank Boston, Alphonse Potvin, Samuel
Locke, Newell Foss, Perley Young, Thomas
O'Brien, Charles D. Colman.
Public Weighers—Roland E. Joy, Alfred Rodier,
Frank Hoyt, A. F. Bradley, Albert Holmes, E. M.
Hawkes, Granville F. Grant, David Johnson, Elias
Voyer, Heman G. Goodwin, Hubert C. Goodwin,
Albert E. Kleeb, Frank L. Wing, George Herries,
George H. Torr, Charles C. Torr, V. E. Page, W.
H. Otis, Vivian C. Cotton, Isaac C. Evans, James
Foley, Frank Glidden, Charles D. Peck, Walter
J. Seavey, Chester H. Smith.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—Nahum Woodman,
Sidney B. Hayes, Louis Cartier, Robert Fownes,
Charles Tebbetts, Ora Goodale, Levi Harmon, Ar-
thur Davis, Nelson R. Hart, John Parry, Napoleon
Masse, David Shields, Harry H. Header, George
Bunker, Nathaniel Davis, Arthur W. Barber, Rob-
ert H. Kaler, Alphonse F. Potvin, W. Eugene
Springfield, J. 0. Watson, Ralph Littlefield, Thom-
as Dudley, James Allen, Isaac W. Rankin.
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Finance—Mayor, Seavey, Torr.
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons—Mayor, H. E.
Smith, Landry.
Public Instruction—Mayor, H. D. Smith, Conrad.
Claims and Accounts—Mayor, Freeman Corson, Lun-
eau.
Public Buildings—Storms, Hart, Bickford.
Fire Department—Freeman Corson, Clark, Evans.
Roads, Bridges and Drains—Elihu Corson, Carr,
Storms.
Water Works and Sewers—Carr, Torr, Bickford.
Street Lights—Evans, Bickford, Meader.
Printing—}!. E. Smith, Hart, H. D. Smith.
Elections and Returns—Belanger, Luneau, Hamilton.
Legal Affairs—Mayor, H. E. Smith, Luneau.
Bills in Their Second Reading and Enrolled Ordinances
—Clark, Conrad, Belanger.
Police—Mayor, Elihu Corson, Evans.
Purchasing Committee—Mayor, Seavey, Freeman Cor-
son.
Recommendations
For Annual Appropriations, 1924
Sampson Post, $ 200 00
East Rochester Public Library, 200 00
County Tax, 18,866 00
Public Library, 6,700 00
Fuel for City Hall,
'
2,500 00
Insurance on City Hall, 900 00
Street Lights, 9,000 00
Health Department, 200 00
Sidewalks, 3,000 00




Fire Department, 12,000 00
Highways, 40,000 00
State Highways, Maintenance and Con-
struction, 7,000 00
Deep Sewers, 1,000 00
Surface Sewers, 2,000 00
Street Sprinkling, 1,000 00
Municipal Bonds, 14,000 00
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid, 3,500 00
White Pine Blister Rust, 500 00
New Equipment, 4,500 00
$236,066 00
Important Resolutions and Orders
Passed by the City Council
TO RAISE MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Committee on Finance is hereby authorized
to hire on note or notes of the City a sum not exceeding
$10,000.00 in anticipation of taxes, at such times as
the balance in the treasury will make it necessary.
Passed January 3, 1923.
TO RAISE MONEY WITHIN THE SPRINKLING
PRECINCT
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
That the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars
be raised by taxation within the sprinkling precinct,
ih accordance with an act of th legislature creating
said precinct.
Passed January 23, 1923.
FOR ANNUAL APPROPRIATION
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That for the support of the various departments of
the City of Rochester for the year 1923, there be raised
by taxation the amount two hundred fifty-six thousand
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dollars ($256,000.00) and the assesors are directed to
assess that amount with such overlay as may be
thought necessary.
Passed January 23, 1923.
TO HIRE IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to hire
on note or notes of the city a sum not exceeding fifty
thousand dollars ($50,000) in anticipation of taxes.
Passed March 6, 1923.
TO INVEST SURPLUS OF WATER DEPARTMENT
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
That the City Treasurer, John L. Copp, be and here-
by is authorized and requested to invest by purchase
of United State Certificates all the money now on
hand and that will be on hand in the Water Department
after July receipts are collected, over and above the
amount necessary for the operating expenses of the
Department.
Passed March 6, 1923.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE RELATING TO
SALARIES
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ter as folloivs :
That Section 1, of Chapter 24, of the City Ordi-
nances, relative to salaries of City Ofl^cials, as amended
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January 7, 1920, and December 9, 1920, be further
amended by inserting after the word "dollars" in the
second line of the third paragraph thereof the follow-
ing words :—"and in addition thereto twenty-five cents
for every permit of registration of automobiles issued
by him" so that said paragraph as amended shall read
as follows:
"The City Clerk sixteen hundred and fifty dollars and
in addition thereto twenty-five cents for every permit
for registration of automobiles issued by him and an
assistant in the Clerk's office to be engaged by the
Clerk on the following schedule:—said assistant to.be
paid six hundred dollars the first year, seven hundred
dollars the second year and eight hundred dollars the
third year. When a new assistant is engaged the same
schedule shall be followed. The City Clerk and Assist-
ant Clerk to be paid weekly from the Salary Depart-
ment."
Passed April 3, 1923.
TO REMOVE CAR TRACK FROM NORTH MAIN
STREET
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester :
That the Dover, Somersworth and Rochester Street
Railway Company be requested to remove as soon as
may be reasonable to do so, its rails, ties, poles, to-
gether with all over-head wires and equipment, be-
tween the north end of the stone bridge on North
Main Street, and the Y in front of Ainshe's Drug Store
on Central Square in the City of Rochester, and to put
the highway occupied by its tracks and poles in as
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good condition as is the adjoining portion of tlie high-
way, in accordance with Order No. 1274 of the New
Hampshire Public Service Commission, made February
13, 1922.
That an attested copy of this resolution, together
with the vote thereon of the City Council, be given
to said Railway Company, and another attested copy
thereof be filed with the Public Service Commission.
Passed May 1, 1923.
TO PURCHASE BOG FOR CITY DUMP
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Purchasing Committee be authorized to buy
a suitable site to be used for a city dump, the same to
be under the care and supervision of the Sanitary
Officer, at a price not exceeding four hundred dollars,
to be paid out of any monies not otherwise appro-
priated.
Passed May 1, 1923.
TO HIRE IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to hire
on note or notes of the City a sum not exceeding
twenty-five thousand dollars in anticipation of taxes.
Passed May 1, 1923.
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AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE RELATING TO
SALARY OF TAX COLLECTOR
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ter' as follows :
That paragraph 7 of Section 1, of Chapter 24, of the
City Ordinances, be amended by striking out all of said
paragraph relating to the compensation of the Collector
of Taxes, and substituting therefor the following:
The Collector of Taxes fifteen hundred dollars and
postage; one hundred and twenty-five dollars payable
monthly, until one thousand dollars is paid ; the balance
of five hundred dollars to be paid when all unpaid taxes,
less abatements, shall be collected and paid in to the
City Treasurer, so that said paragraph as amended
shall read as follows
:
The Collector of Taxes fifteen hundred dollars and
postage; one hundred and twenty-five dollars payable
monthly, until one thousand dollars is paid ; the balance
of five hundred dollars to be paid when all unpaid taxes,
less abatements, shall be collected and paid in to the
City Treasurer.
All ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent
with this ordinance are hereby repealed, and this or-
dinance shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed June 5, 1923.
TO ENGAGE A TRAFFIC OFFICER
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Committee on Police be authorized to em-
ploy a traffic officer for a period not exceeding four
months, at a salary not exceeding $100.00 per month.
2a
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Said traffic officer shall be competent and satisfac-
tory to the City Marshal, and shall be at all times,
while on duty, under the supervision and direction of
the City Marshal and Mayor, and may at any time be
removed for cause by the Committee on Police.
Said salary shall be paid from any monies not other-
wise appropriated.
Passed June 5, 1923.
TO HIRE IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to hire
in anticipation of taxes a sum not exceeding ten thou-
sand dollars. The same to be hired on note or notes
of the City and to be taken up at the earhest possible
date that the balance in the treasury will permit.
Passed July 3, 1923.
ANNUAL VACATION FOR POLICE OFFICERS
Resolved hij the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the regular police officers be given a vacation
of one week with pay, the same to be under the super-
vision of the Committee on Police.
Passed July 3, 1923.
TO CONSTRUCT DAM AT CITY DUMP
Resolved by the City Couyicil of the City of Rochester :
That the Purchasing Committee be authorized to
contract for the building of a dam to prevent the
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flowage from the city dump into the Cocheco River,
at a cost not exceeding one hundred and fifty dollars,
to be paid out of any monies not otherwise appro-
priated.
Passed July 3, 1923.
TO MAKE REPAIRS AT CENTRAL FIRE STATION
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Committee on Fire Department be author-
ized to move the tanks and machinery used in connec-
tion with the Fire Alarm System from the present
quarters out into the large basement, and to partition
off a battery room in the second story of Fire Station
Building.
The expense of such changes not to exceed three
hundred and fifty dollars.
Passed August 7, 1923.
APPRECIATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF HANSON
CARNIVAL GROUNDS
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That, whereas, Mr. Charles A. C. Hanson has ex-
ecuted a deed of a valuable tract of land near Domin-
icus Hanson Park, to the City of Rochester as Trustee,
for the sole and only use of the public, to be known and
forever maintained as the Joseph Hanson Carnival
Grounds
;
Be it hereby resolved that the City Council of the
City of Rochester hereby accepts this deed of trust in
behalf of the public, and hereby expresses its gratitude
and appreciation for this splendid gift, and for the
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foresight and public spirit which prompted the act;
and, be it further resolved that a copy of this resolu-
tion be spread upon our records, and a like copy trans-
mitted to Mr. Hanson.
Passed September 4, 1923.
TO PROVIDE FOR ANNUAL VACATION
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the first and second auto drivers of the Fire
Department be given a vacation of one week with pay.
The same to be under the direction of the Chief En-
gineer.
Passed August 23, 1923.
RESOLUTION TO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Resolved that the City Council extend a vote of
thanks to the Chamber of Commerce for the gifts of
six receptacles for waste which have been placed about
the City, and, that we hereby express our appreciation
for the cooperation and interest in Municipal affairs
which is manifest on the part of said organization.
Passed October 2, 1923.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE RELATING TO
PLUMBING OF BUILDINGS
Be it Ordained by the City Comicil of the City of Roch-
ter as folloms:
Amend Rule 9 of Section 19, Chapter XXVII of the
General Ordinances by striking out after the word
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"rooms," in the thirteenth line thereof, the following:
—
"Local vent pipes must be provided for all water-closets
and connected with a heated chimney flue through a
cast or wrought iron sleeve extending at least four
inches from the face of the chimney. If it is imprac-
ticable to connect into a heated flue, then the vent
pipe shall be carried at least two feet above the roof."
Further amend by striking out after the word "No" in
the nineteenth line thereof the words "pan closets or,"
so that said Rule as amended shall read as follows:
Rule 9. Water-Closets.—Every building used as a
dwelling, in which plumbing arrangements are to be
placed and connected with a public sewer shall be sup-
plied with a water-closet for every fifteen persons and
one for each family not in excess of that number.
Every water-closet shall be in a separate apartment
used only for sanitary purposes, and shall be well
lighted and ventilated, preferably by means of a win-
dow communicating directly with the open air ; but in-
terior water-closet compartments shall be ventilated
by means of an air tight shaft of at least four inches
in diameteriopening into the outer air, and said shaft
shall not be used to ventilate habitable rooms. No
saddle hubs allowed.
Every water-closet, or line of adjoining water-closets,
shall be constantly supplied with water from a tank
or cistern used for no other purpose, through a flush-
ing pipe of not less than one and one-fourth inches in
diameter; provided, however, that this shall not apply
to water-closets situated outside of, or within the build-
ing proper, where there is danger of freezing, but
such closets may receive their flushing direct from the
water service subject to the approval of the inspector.
All ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent
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with this Ordinance are hereby repealed, and this Ordi-
nance shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed November 7, 1923.
RESOLUTION TO TRANSFER FUNDS
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That if found necessary in closing the accounts of the
year to transfer from a department where there is a
balance to a department where there is a deficit, the
Committee on Finance be instructed to make such
transfer.





January 1. 1923, to January 1, 1924
Highway Department
Paid Langer Electrical Co., labor and fix-
tures.
Mack Motor Truck Co., parts,
Good Roads Machinery Co., parts,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., light,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., power,
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Phillips' Garage, repairs,
W. N. Morrison Est., repairs,
Ayers & Jenkins, hardware.
Berry & Shorey, hardware,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
Crossley Motor Sales Co.. repairs,
Carll's Livery & Garage, repairs,
Rochester Foundry & Machine Works,
repairs,
Johnson Foundry, castings,
C. H. Kendall, repairs,
Lightbody Drug Co., ether,
Ainslie's Drug Store, ether and horse
medicine,
H. T. Hayes, ether,
Rochester Auto Sales Co., overhauling
trucks,
Forrest J. Hanson, tires.
$ 61
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Paid Hood Rubber Co., tires
Alvin A. Fluff, repairing harness,
Albert P. Covey, repairs,
John B. Varick Co., 150 feet % chain,
Hervey's Tire Shop, tires and repairs,
P. T. Lester, acetylene welding,
E. E. Blake, acetylene welding,
H, H. Howard, horse shoeing,
Harry A. Roberts, horse shoeing and
repairs,
L. T. Roberts, repairs,
J. B, Callahan, repairs,
A. R, Tuttle, repairs
Ralph P. Corson, repairs,
J. H. Nute, repairs,
Roland R. Sanborn, repairs,
H. Walter Hislop, repairs,
Spaulding Fibre Co., repairs,
Ludger Jacques, repairing truck cur-
tain, 5 25
Water Department, extending pipe to
gara:?e, 28 56
F. L. Kendall, liability truck insurance, 31 90
H. D. Smith, liability truck insurance, 58 30
C. W, Varney & Co., liability truck
insurance, 56 56
Kimball & Allen, Workmen's Compen-
sation insurance, 1,175 57
H. L. Sawyer, lumber, 230 83
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber, 422 60
George W. Blake, lumber and milling, 63 92
Boston Brick Co., labor, 26 25
E. W. Bickford, labor, • 11 37
Edward H. Bickford, labor, 21 00
$ 754 20
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Paid W. H. Champlin, labor
Gonic Mfg. Co., labor,
Alfred I. Rioux, labor,
B. C. Mills, labor,
John V. Home, labor,
John Nadeau, labor,
M. P. Cormier, labor,
H. J. Whipple, labor,
Harry Weare, labor,
William A. Martin, labor,
George Pray, labor,
A. F. Bradley, coal,
V. E, Page, coal,
Cocheco Woolen Mfg. Co., coal.
Old Colony Woolen Co., welding and
belting,
L. E. Goodwin, 9,610 lbs. hay,
James Corson, 23,314 lbs. hay,
Charles H. Ward, 5,915 lbs. hay,
Felix Boivine, 2,240 lbs. hay,
John P. Crowney, 10,590 lbs. hay,
Edward Caron, 4,460 lbs. hay,
Pierre Poisson, 3,415 lbs. hay,
John Laverdiere, barn brooms,
Martin S. Brock, 7,276 ft. bridge plank
and labor,
James Corson, 1,073 ft. bridge plank.
Dr. R. H. Leighton, veterinary services,
Dr. G. E. Chesley, veterinary ser-
vices,
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Piad John Hooper, filing saws
George Wyatt, one pair horses,
Courier Publishing Co., ad for stable
dressing,
Lida Varney, storage of tools at Gonic,
The Barrett Co., 3,009 gals, tarvia,
The Dyer Sales Co., repairs for Hot
Top Plant,
Buffalo Roller Co., repairs for roller,
Brackett, Shaw & Lunt Co., repairs for
pump,
Austin Machinery Corporation, re-
pairs for roller,
Busfield Machinery Co., 50 gals, cylin-
der oil.
Federal Stores, 32 ft. 6-in. belting,
Lewis E. Tracy Co., Sm ft. lOin.
double belt for crusher,
Atlantic Road Machine Co., blades for
road machine,
Thew Shovel Co., parts for steam
shovel,
New^ England Road Machinery Co.,
parts for crusher.
North East Metal Culvert Co., cul-
verts,
George H. Springfield, 1 anvil,
Dr. L. L. Gilman, attendance laborer
outside insurance period,
Riley & Tuttle, sal soda,
D. P. Coburn, 10 gals, gas,
Jennie Tilton, 3 crowbars,
J. C. Hurd, twine,
Mrs, T. W. Peavey, 8 gals, gas.
$
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Paid F. P. Meader, stationery $ 2 09
A. & H. Grondin, 10 gals, kerosene, 1 70
William Littlefield, carpenter work, 51 00
John Littlefield, carpenter work, 73 50
Mitchell's Garage, labor on truck, 6 40
William H. Roberts, 91/0 cds. pine
wood for Hot Top Plant, 57 00
Everett B. Chick, carpenter work on
bridge,
H. A. Allen, mason work raising drop,
William A. Grover, engineering,
E. A. Prescott & Son, pressing on tires,
City of Dover, 13 batches asphalt.
Standard Oil Co., 14,318 gals, gaso-
line.
Standard Oil Co., 1,719 gals, kerosene.
Standard Oil Co., 560 gals, oil, lub-
ricating.
Standard Oil Co., 175 lbs. cup grease.
Standard Oil Co., 110 lbs. gear com-
pound,
Standard Oil Co., 66.09 tons asphalt.
Freeman Corson, grain,
Strafford Co. Grain Mill, grain,
Boston & Maine R.R., 1,408 Ids. gravel,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
Frank E. Hussey, paid out for express,
John F. Griffin, chauffeur licenses,
John H. Shepard, Street Commis-
sioner,





By appropriation, $30,000 00
Received from:
Charles C, Torr, stable dressing, 6
months, 1922, 24 75
Gonic Mfg. Co., treating road with tar-
via, 1922, 101 25
State of N. H., breaking road to San-
bornville,
Weston Brown, gasoline, 1922,
Water Department, gasoline, 1922,
Fire Department, gasoline, 1922,
J. Frank Ellis, gasoline, 1922,
J. S. Norris, gasoline, 1922,
Water Department, hauling pipe,
Fuel for City Hall Department, haul-
ing coal,
J. S. Norris, gasoline,
D. S. & R. Street Railway, clearing
snow, 15 00
Gonic Mfg. Co., building Harding Ave-
nue, 1922, 25 57
F, L. Kendall Agency, insurance re-
bate.
Towing auto,
H. D. Smith, insurance rebate,
Fire Department, use of horses dur-
ing winter,
John Loignon, gravel and delivering.
Dr. F. S. Gray, 41 yds. hot top, 1922,
G. F. Shaw Est., gasoline, 1922,
Dr. F. S. Gray, building road,
Vidal Vachon Est., sidewalk,





John H. Shepard, wheels
Boston & Maine R. R., 10 yds. hot top,
Rev. J, J. McNamara, gravel and labor,
Charles G. Jenness, gravel,
Rochester Fair Associlation, sprink-
ler, Fair Week,
D. S. & R. Street Railway, removing
track, North Main street,
Mrs. Etta R. Hanscam, loam and team-
ing,
John H. Shepard, stable dressing,
1923,
Mrs. Etta Hanscam, labor,
John Shepard, loam,
Roland H. Spaulding, gravel,
City of Dover, use of trucks,








H. A. Allen, gravel
Burt R. Cooper, gravel,
Harry Phillips, gravel,
Joseph Brochu, gravel,












Paid Mosler Safe Co., opening safe, $ 26 26
Reliance Ribbon Co., 1 bottle type
cleaner, 1 00
Lowe & McDuffee, curtains for Conic
hall, 50 00
H. M. Goodwin, moving safe, 10 75
School Department, coal for library, 410 75
The Globe News, ad. for loan, 14 00
Boston Evening Transcript, ad. for
loan, 15 00
George J. Foster, ad. for Interest on
Public Funds, 4 75
Rochester Printing Co., miscellaneous
printing, 133 85
Record Press, miscellaneous print-
ing, and mortgage book, 34 00
Record Press, printing city reports, 1,106 30
Courier Publishing Co., miscellaneous
printing and publishing ordinances, 66 76
F. W. Fifield & Co., miscellaneous
printing and ballots, 52 50
T. W. Osgood, stationery, ink, etc., 21 50
Fred P. Header, stationery, 1 15
Edson C. Eastman, assessors' book, 25 00
Hobbs & Warren, treasurer's book, 24 68
William Mann Co., lien sales book, 29 43
Loring, Short & Harmon, tax book, 16 50
George G. Welch, copies of tranfer
real estate, 29 90
Joseph C. Roberts, copies of transfer
real estate, 62 22
Albert Nelson, Acting P. M., stamps
and envelopes, city clerk, tax collec-
tor and assessors, 250 86
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Paid J. H. Clow, repairing radiators, and
valves furnished at public library, $ 54 58
George P. Furbush, P. M., advance
payment envelopes, 1 92
W, K. Kimball, collector, taxes bought
by City,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
Henry C. Doughty Co., dust eradi-
cator, floor brushes and paper towels,
E. M. Hawkes, coal for public library,
A. F. Bradley, coal for public library,
Victor E. Page, wood for ward houses,
E. A. Corson, work at East Rochester
opera house,
Biley & Tuttle, 5 gals, kerosene,
Gonic Mfg. Co., wood and lighting
Gonic hall and hose house,
H. A. Allen, mason work at City hall,
Albert P. Covey, plumbing,
George L. Winkley, plumbing,
Clarence E. Junkins, plumbing,
R. W. Reynolds, overhauling type-
writer, 13 50
Arthur Leavitt, 1 hour's labor, ward
6, doors, 85
Evans' Furniture Co., repairing chairs, 7 50
Ralph P. Corson, repairing locks, 7 05
Harry L. Header, 2 books for taking
polls, 1 00
Rochester Trust Co., rent of safe de-
posit box, 4 00
W. E. Cleaves, repairing town clock, 20 00
Cocheco Woolen Mfg. Co., coal for
East Rochester fire station, 8 95
,890
163 46













Rent of East Rochester opera house,










Paid The Fair, 4 sheets, $7 92
Bunker Hill Chemical Co., 5 gals.
disinfectant, 11 50
Highway Department, use of horses
during winter, 27 75
Fred W. Greenlaw & Co., repairing
roof at fire station, 39 70
Pay Roll, watchmen, July 4, 56 00
American LaFrance Co., 1 radiator, 140 00
American LaFrance Co., parts for
truck, 2 05
H. D. Hall Co., 25 feet chemical hose
and fixtures, 12 38
H. D. Hall Co., 2 electric search lights, 27 78
E. D. Bullard, 7 fire helmets, 55 00
Pay Roll, forest fire, Milton road, 59 50
Arthur M. Perkins, damage to auto-
mobile, 12 50
R. W. LeBaron, removing fire alarm
system at Central fire station, over-
hauling and repairing same, 208 32
American LaFrance Co., parts for fire
truck,
Pay Roll, Barrington forest fire,
American LaFrance Co., extinguisher
bottles and parts for truck,
John F. Griffin, chauflfeur's licenses,
R. E. Parker Mfg. Co., 50 battery
coppers, 4 64
F. L. Kendall Agency, insurance
premium, 165 00
F. E. Small, insurance premium, 15 00





Paid Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
Earl Jenness, watching at Dodge Block
fire,
Rochester Grocery Co., 5 gals, kero-
sene,
Roberts & Twomey, kerosene and soap
powder,
E. M. Hawkes, coal,
A. F. Bradley, coal,
V. E. Page, coal,
Water Department, shoveling hy-
drants,
John V. Home, shoveling hydrants,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
vitriol,
Langer Electrical Co., material and
labor,
Charles Emerson, watching at Dodge
Block fire,
Frank E. Hussey, express paid,
J. F. Grover, lettering firemen's coats,
Henry Walker, use of sleds for fire
wagon, 10 00
Feineman Bros., 2 prs. men's rubber
boots,
Feineman Bros., 1 pr. chemical gloves,
Mrs. Fannie S. Wallace, geraniums
for lawn.
Dr. L. L. Gilman, attending fireman
hurt at fire,
Dr. R. H. Leighton, veterinary ser-
vices,
W. M. March, carpenter work at cen-
tral station.
$ 16 47
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Paid Alvin A. Fluff, repairing harness, $13 05
H. A. Allen, mason work at central
station, 37 33
Sidewalk Department, cement at cen-
tral station, 2 55
C. W. Lowe & Son, auto hire at forest
fire,
I. B. Allen, labor at Cocheco hose house,
Dockham & Dubois, 10 feet 1-in con-
duit,
G. T. Steam Laundry, laundry work.
Highway Department, two-ninths hay
bought 1923,
Highway Department, gasoline,
Strafford York Gas Co., lighting.
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., light-
ing.
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
John F. Nute, money paid out.
Freeman Corson, grain,
Strafford Co. Grain Mill, grain,
John F. Nute, chief engineer,
Wilber E. Home, 1st asst. engineer,
Peter McShane, 2nd asst. engineer,
Charles S. Clark, 3rd asst. engineer,
L. M. Richardson, 4th asst. engineer,
Weston F. Brown, truck driver,
Ralph Seavey, truck driver,
L. E. Goodwin, truck driver,
Wesley Bush, truck driver,
Vane Nickerson, truck driver.
Pay Roll, Cocheco Hose Co.,
Pay Roll, Torrent Hose Co.,
Pay Roll, Whitehouse Hose Co.,
5
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Paid Clarence Morrill, truck driver, $980 00
Pay Roll, Harrington Hose Co., 625 00
Pay Roll, Ela Hose Co., 810 00
Pay Roll, Bickford Chemical, H. & L.
Co., 1,010 00
Total expenditures, $12,676 23
Credits
By appropriation, $12,000 00
Received from:
Louis Weinstein, junk,
Street Sprinkling Department, use
of horses.
State of N. H., forest fire rebate,
Boston & Maine R. R., fighting forest
fire.
Town of Barrington, fighting Flavius
Berry fire,
James Dexter, damage by auto to fire
truck.
Overpaid on forest fire pay roll.
Total credits.
Transferred from State of N. H. account.
39 33
136
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Police Department
Paid Charles G, Jenness, salary as proba-
tion officer and expenses, $114 39
Tropical Paint Co., 4 1-gal. cans street
marking paint,
Alfred J. Cooney, detective, Fair Week,
Arthur H. Ayscough, detective. Fair
Week,
Pay Roll, special police, Fair Week,
E. W. Hussey, room rent for detec-
tives, Fair Week,
American Cafe, board for detectives.
Fair Week,
National Cafe, board for detectives.
Fair Week,
Edson C. Eastman Co., revolver per-
mits,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on paint,
Eco Clock Co., repairing watchman's
clock,
Peter Picard, painting highways
and crossings,
George W. Blake, repairing silent po-
liceman.
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lamps.
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.,
T. W. Osgood, lamps, batteries and
stationery,
Crossley Motor Sales Co., repairing
watchmen's clocks,




Paid J. H. Nute, repairing locks, $ 50
Riley & Tuttle, kerosene, 12 04
Berry & Shorey, lanterns, turpentine
and brush, 5 70
Roland R. Sanborn, repairing "silent
policeman," 14 00
Courier Publishing Co., publishing
notice, 5 63
Albert E. Evans, 1 2-qt. can, 30
F. W. Fifield & Co., stationery, 3 50
Dr. E. M. Abbott, attendance Ralph
Gray, 2 00
Dr. L. G. Verrill, attendance Callaghan
case, 3 00
Joseph Cooley, special police services.
Nelson Hatch, special police services,
Stephen Howard, special police ser-
vices,
Louis Gauthier, special police services,
Arthur Home, special police services,
Belmont Allen, special police services,
Carl Jacobs, special police services,
Elmer Garland, special police services,
Everett A. Chadbourne, special police
services, 19 00
Joseph Woodes, special police services, 4 00
Arthur E. Tebbetts, special police
services,
Tom Andrews, special police services,
Elmer Watson, special police services,
Fred A. Hamilton, auto hire,
Harry C. Young, auto hire,
Harry R. Foss, auto hire,
A. Pelletier, auto hire,
24
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Paid F. F. Spencer, auto hire, $ 1 00
Langer Electrical Co., auto hire, 1 00
Albert Tourgeon, auto hire, 4 00
Willie Boivine, auto hire, 6 00
Nidas, auto hire, 1 00
John I. Rankin, auto hire, 4 00
A. Melcher Graves, auto hire, 2 00
Frank D. Callaghan, auto hire, 1 00
John Parry, auto hire and special
police service, 7 00
Harold D. Foss, auto hire, 3 00
Thomas Labbe, auto hire, 9 50
Carl Newcomb, auto hire, 4 00
Gordon Gushing, auto hire, 4 00
Mitchell's Garage, auto hire, 8 00
Martin Brock, auto hire, 1 00
William S. Davis, city marshal, 1,600 00
Frank H. Boston, assistant marshal, 1,500 00
Adelard Duquette, night watch, 1,400 00
Arthur E. Tebbetts, traffic officer, 400 00
William F. Hartford, police at East
Rochester, 100 00
Frederick A. Hamilton, police at
Gonic, 100 00
Samuel D. Felker, judge of police
court, 600 00
Horace L. Worcester, clerk of police
court, 200 00
Total expenditures, $6,846 64







W. F, Hartford, collected for damage
to silent policeman,
George A. Rowe, for trip to Concord,
Sells Floto Circus, specials,
County of Strafford, care and ex-
pense Ralph Gray,
County of Strafford, care and expense
Mrs. Steadman,
John Bolton, refund for time off,
W. H. French, for auto hire.
Revolver permits,
W. S. Davis, serving w^rit.
Telephone tolls,
Damage to silent policeman.
Lantern broken,
H. L. Worcester, for court receipts.
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Paid Forrest L. Keay, overseer of poor
John I. Rankin, sanitary officer,
J. Harry Dame, janitor,
W. A. Hanscam, janitor,
Frank D. Stevens, assistant janitor,
Gilbert F. Shaw Est., on taxes 1922,
W. K. Kimball, on taxes 1922,
W. K. Kimball, on taxes 1923,
E. J. Ham, assessor of taxes,
Harry L. Header, assessor of taxes,
J. E. A. Bilodeau, assessor of taxes,
Charles H. Tv^ombley, assessor of
taxes,
Helen M. Palmer, assistant in clerk's
office,
Opera House Department, for janitor
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Ward 5 Charles W. Gerrish, $11 52
Charles C. Torr,
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Paid Eugene C. Foss Co. , hardware,
Women's Christian Temperance Un-
ion, 12 chairs,
E. L. Webster, advertising and paint-
ing signs,
Mrs. Ethel Ricker, matron at 3 dances.
Courier Publishing Co., advertising,
Rochester Printing Co., 1,500 flyers,
A. T. Thompson & Co., 24 carbons for
spot light,
Joseph St. Laurient, making five bill
boards,
Langer Electrical Co., labor, material
and lamps.
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., light-
ing,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
H. L. Sawyer, lumber,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber,
Riley & Tuttle, paste,
Fred P. Header, tuning pianos,
I. Belmont Allen, work on stage,
switch board, moving floor and jani-
tor work,
Roxie Martell, work on stage,
William Blair, work on stage,
Henry Vachon, work on stage,
C. W. Cilley, work on stage,
Alphonse Frenette, work on stage.
Earl Mclntire, work on stage,
Fred Lincoln, work on stage,
Charles Downs, work on stage,
Newell Home, trucking bill boards,
Mahala Willey, selling tickets,
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Paid Wilbur Thompson, work on stage,
Grace Shorey, selling tickets,
Charles D. Hussey, checking room,
Robert Tebbetts, checking room,
Walter Gate, checking room.
Will Miller, usher,




Gharles D. Hussey, usher,











Paid S. B. Storms, one-half cost of side
walk (1921),
Walter S. Wheeler, surveyor,
Cecil Shepard, mason work,
John P. Crowney, sand,
I. W. Jones & Co., surveying,
William A. Grover, surveying,
A. F. Bradley, 405 bbls. cement,
H. L. Sawyer, 220 bbls. cement,
Highway Department, use of equip-
ment and gravel furnished,
A. W. Richards, lumber for forms,
Elmer Martell, mason work,







Harry A. Roberts, sidewalk,
Mrs. Ida Bean, sidewalk,
Dr. F. S. Gray, sidewalk,
Gonic Mfg. Co., sidewalk.
State Highway Department, cement,
Andrew Piercy Est., sidewalk,
A. P. Lambert, sidewalk,
Joseph F. Letourneau, sidewalk.
$60





St. Leo Church, sidewalk,
Joseph Willet, rent of mixer,
Fire Department, cement.
Rev. J. J. McNamara, rent of mixer,
F. H. Boston, sidewalk,




Sidney B. Hayes, sidewalk,
Methodist Society, East Rochester,
sidewalk,
Ovide Larochelle, sidewalk,
Cocheco Woolen Mfg. Co.,
William V. Elliott, sidewalk,
Elmer Martell, rent of mixer,
John F. Nute, sidewalk,
Louis Therrian, sidewalk,
Thomas Lanoix Est., sidewalk,
Cyrille Laplante, sidewalk,
Montezuma Ferland, rent of mixer,
Narcisse Poisson, sidewalk,
Mrs. Altha L. Brown, sidewalk,
John Shepard, cement,
Joseph F. Letourneau, sidewalk,
P. E. Auger, sidewalk,
C. E. Quimby, sidewalk.
Napoleon Beland, sidewalk,
F. M. Southard, sidewalk,
Wilbur Home, sidewalk,




Mrs. Rose Vachon, on account sidewalk $ 10 00
James Perreault Est., to balance ac-
count, sidewalk, 80 00
Clara P. Goodwin, to balance account,
sidewalk, 46 75
Joseph Landry, to balance account,
sidewalk, 35 00
Henry Boulanger, to balance account,
sidewalk, 70 00
Alfred Landry, to balance account,
sidewalk, 38 75
Francois Ferland, to balance account,
sidewalk,
J. Lacasse Est., on account sidewalk,
Joseph Brochu, on account sidewalk,
Mrs. Mary Duval, on account sidewalk,
Alfred Corriveau, on account side-
walk,
Arthur Sylvain, on account sidewalk,
Fred Richards, on account sidewalk.
Total credits,
27




Paid Thomas O'Brien, patrolman,
Stephen Howard, patrolman,
Joseph Pauquette, 2 days' labor,
Felker Bros., settlenient of damage,
A. F. Bradley, 115 bags cement,
William Littlefield, carpenter work,
John Littlefield, carpenter work,
H. L. Sawyer, lumber for forms and
rails,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber for
forms and rails.
Sidewalk Department, rent of mixer.
Highway Department, use of equip
ment and gravel furnished,





















Paid H, L. Sawyer, lumber for back boards,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber for
back boards.
Eastern Clay Goods Co., 375 pieces
12-inch pipe,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on pipe,
Berry & Shorey, 168 feet 6-in Akron
pipe.
Sewerage Department, 90 feet 6-in.
Akron pipe,
Elmer Martell, mason work,
A. F. Bradley, 36 bags cement,
Johnson Foundry, 6,432 lbs. D. cast-
ings,
J. A. Maddox & Son, kerosene,
Ayers & Jenkins, 1 oil can,
Albert E. Evans, 1 pail and dipper.
Dr. G. C. Rublee, care of man injured,
outside of insurance period.






By appropriation, 1,000 00
By appropriation (precinct), 2,500 00
Total credits, $3,500 00
Sewerage Department
$
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J. Frank Ellis, superinten(
Pay rolls for labor.
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Paid F. E. Hussey, for express paid out, $ 1 43
Riley & Tuttle, groceries for families
in quarantine, 164 45
Ellen F. Marston, rent for family in
quarantine, 8 50
L. W. Pratt, rent for family in quar-
antine, 9 00
G. C. Rublee, attendance small pox
cases, 500 00
Rochester Printing Co., small pox
cards, 3 75
Courier Publishing Co., "No Dump-
ing" signs, 4 50
J. F. Grover, 2 oil cloth signs, 2 50
Total expenditures, $843 06
Credit
By appropriation, $200 00
Received from
:
County of Strafford, paid for attend-
ance county charge, $2 00
City Poor Department, care of city
charge, 4 00
Total credits, $206 00
Transferred from State of New Hamp-
shire account, 637 06
$843 06
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Shade Trees, Parks and Commons
44
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Paid Thomas Turmelle, care of Duval Park, $ 10 00
Gonic Mfg. Co., care of Gonic parks, 27 00
Total expenditures, . $574 22
Unexpended balance, 515 38
$1,089 60
Credit
By appropriation, $1,000 00
Received from
:
Harry Hoyt, rent of basement, band
stand, 75 00
J. A, Morrill, privilege of cutting ice
opposite Hanson Park, 10 00






Unexpended balance, $200 00
Credit
By appropriation, $200 00
Dog Depredations
Paid E. C. Eastman & Co., dog license
book, $21 00
Myron I. Jenness, one sheep killed by
dogs, 10 00
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Paid Mary Marsden, one hen killed by dogs, $ 1 50
Courier Publishing Co., publishing no-
tice to dog owners, ordinance relat-
ing to dogs, and printing one thous-
and circulars, $21 00
Thomas Killcoin, seven hens killed by
dogs, 10 50
Thomas Sylvain, seven chickens
killed by dogs, 7 00
School Department, (1922 balance), 1,044 82
Balance on hand, 1,135 84
$2,251 66
Credit
Balance from 1922, $1,044 82
Received from
:
Alphonse Frenette, for damage done














Paid interest on note 1025,
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Notes issued
:
























Municipal Bonds Outstanding January 1, 1924:








Paid Twin State Gas & Electric Co., $9,160 64
Credit
By appropriation, $9,000 00





SAMPSON POST, G. A. R.
Paid H. L. Worcester, Q. M., $200 00
Credit
By appropriation, $200 00
CITY HALL BONDS
Paid John L. Copp, treasurer, $5,000 00
Credit
By appropriation, $5,000 00
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EAST ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY
AND READING ROOM
Paid George A. Elliott, treasurer, $200 00
Credit
By appropriation, $200 00
COUNTY OF STRAFFORD
Paid Arthur R. Jones, treasurer, $18,865 60
Unexpended balance, 2,134 40
$21,000 00
Credit
By appropriation, $21,000 00
INSURANCE ON CITY HALL
Paid Charles W. Varney & Co.,
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FUEL FOR CITY HALL
Paid A. F. Bradley, 187 tons 1,185 lbs.
bituminous coal and 41 tons 222 lbs.
anthracite coal, $2,390 02






Total expenditures, $2,685 28
Credit
By appropriation, $2,000 00
Transferred from State of New Hamp-
shire account, 685 28
$2,685 28
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Paid George E. Farrand, state treasurer,
poll tax, $9,828 00
George E. Farand, state treasurer,
state tax, 21,930 50
Total expenditures,
Transferred to Interest account.
Transferred to fuel for City Hall account,
Transferrd to Health account,
Transferred to City Poor account.
Transferred to Surface Drains account,
Transferred to Fire department,
$31,758
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Transferred to Highway department,









Building & Loan tax.
15,777
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CITY OF ROCHESTER 79
TRANSFERS
The following transfers were made either by vote of
the City Council or as provided by Statute and Ordi-
nance :
City Clerk's fees to Miscellaneous,
Dog Depredations to School,
State of New Hampshire to Interest,
State of New Hampshire to Fuel for City
Hall,
State of New Hampshire to Health,
State of New Hampshire to City Poor and
Soldiers' Aid,
State of New Hampshire to Fire Depart-
ment,
State of New Hampshire to Highway De-
partment,
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Received on account of :
Surface drains, $ 20 35
Over deposited, 10 00
$389,155 49
Credit
Paid treasurer, $389,154 06
Cash in hands of City Clerk Dec. 31, 1923, 3 15
Less over deposited 1922, $1 72
$389,155 49
This is to certify that I have examined the accounts
of the City Clerk for the year 1923 and I believe the







Municipal bonds, $126,000 00
Municipal highway bonds, 5,000 00
City Hall bonds, 14,000 00
Checks out unpaid, 1,577 16
Amount due water works on account, 1,881 00
148,458 16
Credit
B. & M. stock, $800 00
Due on sundry accounts, 1,528 47
Due on collector's list, 1923, 10,930 48
Cash in hands of treasurer, 3,485 69
$16,744 64
Net indebtedness, $131,713 52
Decrease of debt during 1923, $23,052 56
Assets of Water Works
United States Certificates, $25,000 00
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STATEMENT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR,
G. F. SHAW
For the Year 1922 as of February 24, 1923
Jan. 1, 1923 Balance of 1922 commitment
uncollected, $6,491 31
Interest collected, 34 00
Cash on hand, 2,489 51
$9,014 82
Credit
Collected and paid to treasurer, $4,879 13
Cash on hand, 935 90
Balance of 1922 list uncollected
committed to W. K. Kimball, 3,199 79
$9,014 82
I hereby certify that I have examined the accounts
of Gilbert F. Shaw, Tax Collector, of the City of Roch-
etser, N. H., from Jan. 1, 1923, to Feb. 24, 1923, and





STATEMENT OF W. K. KIMBALL, TAX
COLLECTOR
Of the uncollected taxes committed Gilbert F. Shaw
for the year 1922 as committed to W. K. Kimball
on February 24, 1923.
Real estate and property list (warrant),
Added list,
Poll tax list, (warrant).
Interest,
Interest collected by Mrs. G. F. Shaw,
$2,439 79
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STATEMENT OF TAX COLLECTOR
For the Year 1922
Resident list (warrant), $294,380 89
Added list,
Poll tax list, (warrant),
Added list,
Interest,
Interest on Jackson tax,




STATEMENT OF W. K. KIMBALL
Tax Collector of the City of Rochester, N. H., at Close
of Business, December 31, 1923
Property tax, (committment),
Abatements
Gilbert F. Shaw's List, 1922
Augustine, Frank, over taxed, $55 40
Allen, Fred L., over taxed, 2 00
Andrews, Eva, non-resident, 5 00
Andrews, Gustave, non-resident, 5 00
Andrews, Gertrude M., non-resident, 5 00
Bickford, Arthur, taxed twice, 5 00
Bickford, Dorcas, taxed twice 5 00
Baxendale, Mrs. Robert, taxed twice, 5 00
Beecher, Ida, sick, 5 00
Buzzell, Howard C., U. S. A., 30 20
Bilodeau, Matthew, over taxed, 7 96
Bilodeau, William, over taxed, 2 95
Brochu, Alfred, over taxed, 1 26
Brochu, Leander, over taxed, ' 2 10
Brown, Ruth A,, taxed twice, 8 85
Berry, Arianna Est., keping bridge in repair, 3 20
B. & M. R. R., over taxed, 75 50
Boston Sausage Co., gone, 14 75
Berry, Fannie S., over taxed, 5 90
Bickford, Arthur H., taxed twice, 49 25
Brown, George, over taxed, 2 00
Blake, George W., over taxed, 28 17
Bean, Maude I., over taxed, 29 50
Bennett, Stephen M., dead, 5 00
Bretton, Napoleon, taxed twice, 5 00
Bickford, Nettie M., County Farm, 5 00
Boulet, Georgianna, taxed twice, 5 00
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Bouchard, Emeline, poor,
Corson, Eldridge H., over taxed non-resident,
Copp, Lizzie B., Est., over taxed,
Cooley, Frank, over taxed,
Castonguay, Alfred, taxed twice,
Canney, Charles 0., over taxed,
Chapman, Frank, taxed twice,
Cretteau, Eugene, over taxed,
Colomy, Stacy, over seventy,
Corriveau, Alfred, over taxed,
Couture, Emileo, over taxed,
Clough, Mary E., over taxed,
Columbus, Alexander, taxed twice,




Camm, Alice, not twenty-one,
Cate, Helen, unknown.
Chick, Bessie, taxed twice,
Cahelo, Mr. and Mrs. George, taxed twice,
Cameau, Charles and Germaine, non-resident,
Cartier, Elmira, taxed twice,
Downing, Thomas J., taxed twice,
Denberg, Eva G., over taxed.
Dodge, John A., over taxed,
Downing, Frank, taxed twice,
Dudley, A. W., over taxed,
Desmarais, Albert, taxed twice,
Desmarias, Alice, taxed twice,
Drapeau, Napoleon, gone.
Dame, Clinton, taxed twice,
Dore, Mrs. Charles, taxed twice,
Dunlap, Ralph, over taxed,
,5
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Dorr, S. S., over taxed,
Dubois, Napoleon, over taxed,
Drew, Abbie, taxed twice.
Drew, Fred, taxed twice,
Doucette, Clarisse, gone,
Endish, Aimie, taxed to F. Hert,
Eastman, Vera M., dead,
Evans, Susie A., taxed twice,
Emerson, George Y., taxed twice,
Edgerly, Caroline, dead,
Error in committment,
Furber, Etta, Est., over taxed,
Farley, Charles, non-resident,
Farley, Mange, non-resident,
Fischer, W. M., gone,
Foss, Ernest, gone,
Foster, Marvin, U. S. A.,
Poss, Florence, non-resident,
Glidden, Robert G., over taxed,
Goodwin, Harriet, taxed twice,
Goodwin, Ethel F., taxed twice,
Gosselyn, Ella F., over taxed,
Gagne, George, keeping road in repair,
Glidden, John W., non-resident,
Garland, Charles, taxed twice,
Getz, Ellen M., non-resident,
Garneau, Octave, gone,
Gilpatrick, Mildred, not twenty-one,
Hayes, Cora B., over taxed.
Hall, Lyle, non-resident.
Hall, Nelson A., over taxed.
Hasty, Ella M., non-resident,
Hazelton, Vivian, U. S. A,,




Hodgdon, F. E., over taxed,
Hurd, Charles S., over seventy,
Hussey, Addie F., soldier's widow,
Hersom, Mary F., taxed twice,
Howard, Josephine, taxed twice,
Hall, Annie M., over taxed,
Hammond, Martha S., over taxed,
Hartford, David B., over taxed,
Ham, Albert, taxed twice,
Hoyt, Frank A., over seventy,
Hayden, Lottie A., taxed twice,
Haley, Catherine, gone,
Hamel, Adamas, non-resident,
Howard, Leslie, taxed twice.
Home, Ernest, taxed twice.
Ham, Charles, taxed twice,
Harriman, Helen, taxed twice,
Harlow, Mrs. Wm., non-resident,
Hebert, Mary, gone,
Hurd, Lena, unknown,
Johnson, Mr. Charles, taxed twice,
Jones, Fred S., gone,
Jacques, Arlene, non-resident,
Jacques, Adaline, taxed twice.
King, Harry, over taxed,




Labbe, Joseph T., taxed twice,






Morrison, Walter A., over taxed,
Morrison, Lizzie, taxed twice,
Malcolm, George, gone,
Malcolm, Gennette, gone,
Manley, W. H., U. S. A.,
Maxfield, Annie, poor,
McDuffee, Nellie, taxed twice,




Nixon, John, over taxed,
Oldrick, Charles, non-resident,
Osgood, Vera, taxd twice,
Osgood, Robert, non-resident,
Osgood, B. Evelyn, non-resident,
Otis, David T., crippled,
Osgood, Frank H., over taxed,
Olson, Elmer E.,
Phillips, Harry, taxed twice,
Potvin, Florence, non-resident,
Penfield, Geo. S., non-resident.
Paste, Domique, over taxed.
Pearl, Isaac, over seventy,
Perkins, Frank, taxed twice, 10 90
Poison, Dolphus, over taxed, 1 61
Page, Olive and Nina, taxed twice, 10 00
Parker, Philip, 5 00
Parker, Susie, ' 5 00
Poore, George, 5 00
Poore, James A., 5 00
Prescott, Arlene, non-resident, 5 00
Purca, Laura, non-resident, 5 00
Paradis, Arthur, taxed twice, 5 00
2
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Pelletier, Dolozo, taxed twice,
Pelletier, Florence, taxed twice,
Pagedos, Marquis, taxed twice,
Perreault, Albert, over taxed,
Quinn, Neal T., over taxed.
Rand, Charles W., water tub.
Reed, Robert, Est., over taxed,
Raymond, Nesta, taxed twice, •
Rogers, William,
Rowe, Mrs. Edgar, non-resident,
Rowe, Walter, gone.
Regis, Mrs. Peter, gone,
Richards, Joseph, taxed twice,
Roberts, Martha, taxed twice,
Richardson, Ben, non-resident,
Robbins, Fred, sick,
Remy, Euclid and Goldie, gone,
Shepard, Florence, not twenty-one,
Springfield, Mrs. Eugene, taxed twice.
Smith, Simon, over taxed,
Studley Box & Lumber Co., over taxed,
Stearns Bros., over taxed,
Sass, William, taxed twice,
Springfield, George, over taxed,
Shaw, Margaret C, poor,
Swift & Co., over taxed,
Stuart, L. E., over taxed,
Sweet, Edward J., taxed twice.
Share, P. A., taxed twice,
Simard, Alodie, taxed twice,
Sanders, Vienna, taxed twice,
Sarsfield, William, taxed twice,
Sarsfield, Agnes, taxed twice,
Salie, Frank, taxed twice,
5
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Sawyer, Estelle, taxed twice,
Scannell, Daniel, taxed twice,
Scannell, Dennis, taxed twice.
Smith, William M., non-resident,
Tibbetts, Minnie, non-resident,
Tyron, Mercy, taxed to A. T. Greenan,
Turmelle, Edgar, taxed twice,
Turmelle, Thomas F., taxed twice,
Thomas, Annie, poor,
Tibbetts, Ethel, non-resident,




Turmelle, Fred, paid in Strafford,
Vachon, Thomas, sick,
Vachon, Mary, sick,
Varney, Elizabeth, taxed twice,
Wingate, Gladys M., paid in Milton,
Wentworth, Emma J., insane hospital,
Wallace, Peter, over taxed,
Watson, James O., U. S. A.,
Wentworth, Gilbert V., over taxed,
Winkley, Charles T.,
Watson, Mrs. Effie L., taxed twice.
Woodman, Fred I., taxed twice,
Wingate. Henry, non-resident,




Young, Dorcas J,, over taxed.
Young, Norman, over taxed.
5
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Young, Beatrice, not twenty-one, 5 00
Yeaton, Sarah A,, over seventy, 5 00
$3,020 92
Rochester, N. H., Dec. 30, 1922.
Received from the Assessors of the City of Roches-
ter, N. H., the foregoing abatements on list of taxes
for the year one thousand nine hundred and tw^enty-
two (1922) amounting to the sum of three thousand




ADDITIONAL ABATEMENTS ON G. F. SHAW'S
LIST, 1922, COMMITTED TO W. K. KIM-
BALL, TAX COLLECTOR
WARD I
Elizabeth Berube, paid under Elsie Berubi, $5 00
Josephine Hill, gone, 5 00
Manie Libby, gone, 5 00
Arthur Labelle, poor, 5 00
Olivine Labelle, poor, 5 00
Hattie Tibbetts, gone, • 5 00
Agnes Thompson, paid real estate, Mr.





Joseph P. May, dead,






Octave Desmarias, paid with real estate,
William Desmarais, paid with real estate,
Margaret Marsden, poor,
Elmer Flynn, unknown,
Charles A. Glidden, Jr., sick,
Marion Martin, poor,
Joseph Simard, taxed twice,
Cladie Symond ,unknown,
5




Katherine Murry, sick, 5 00
Fred Clow, service, 2 00
$252 42
Rochester, N. H., July 3, 1923.
Received from the Assessors of the City of Roches-
ter, N. H., the foregoing additional abatements on list
of taxes for the year one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-two (1922) amounting to the sum of two
hundred and fifty-two dollars and forty-two cents.
W. K. KIMBALL,
Collector.
Report of the City Treasurer
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1923
Receipts
1923
Jan. 1 Cash on hand, $47,140 32
Water, 42,106 10
Clerk's fees, 427 27
Taxes, 1922, 9,385 18
Taxes, 1923, 222,581 31
Police, costs and fines, 2,406 78
Notes and interest, 85,145 40






Surface drains, 2,087 09
Street lights, 9,160 64
Water works, 42,006 43
School department, 81,406 44
City poor, 3,803 34





Notes and Interest, $108,306 85
City bonds, 5,000 00
Miscellaneous, 122,143 84
State Highway, 6,654 73
Health, 841 16
December 31, balance, 3,485 69
$478,398 76
Jan. 1, 1924, balance, 3,485 69
JOHN L. COPP,
City Treasurer.
I have checked the record of the receipts and ex-
penditures of J. L. Copp, Treasurer, for the year 1923,






Balance January 1, 1923, $1,055 42








Donors : Seth Adams and Lewis Tebbetts.
Purpose : Income to be paid to poor widows, orphans
and maiden ladies.
Investment : Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1930 series.
Income deposited in Rochester Trust Company,
Statement
1923
Jan. 1 Balance carried into 1923, $236 79
By collected coupons, city
bonds, 512 00
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ABBOTT CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $300.
Donor: Priscilla J. Abbott.
Purpose : Income to be expended in caring for and
beautifying family burial lot of donor, No. 130,
Rochester Cemetery.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Income, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1923
Jan. 1 By collected coupons, city
bonds, $12 00
To check paid Rochester
Cemetery Association for
care of lot, 12 00
DORE CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $400.
Donor : Annie R. Dora.
Purpose : The care of burial lot of said donor on home-
stead farm of said deceased near Pickering's
Crossing.






Donor: Elizabeth C. Estes.
Purpose: Perpetual care of donor's burial lot.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Balance, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1923
Jan. 1 Balance carried into 1923, $18 75
By collected coupons on
city bond, 8 00
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Statement
1923




Donor: John E. Moore.
Purpose : Income to be expended annually for the care
of donor's burial lot and the lot of James L. Allen
in Gonic cemetery ; the balance, if any, to be used
for the care of the graves of soldiers who served
in the War of the Rebellion, and are buried in said
cemetery.




To check paid Gonic Ceme-
tery Association, for care
of lot, $8 00
By collected coupons on
city bonds, $8 00
BOOTHBY CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $100.
Donor : Edwin L. Shorey.
Purpose : Income to be used for perpetual care of Lot
No. 415, known as the Kate M. Boothby Lot on
The North Side of Cemetery on Avenues North,
Locust and Myrtle.
Received December 19, 1921, $100 00
Invested: Certificate of Deposit No. 3485 Rochester
Trust Co. Municipal Bond to be purchased for
this fund, when one is available.
Dividend, Book No. 3485, $4 00
Paid Rochester Cemetery Association, $4 00
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WINGATE CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $200.
Donor: Lewis W. Tebbetts.
Purpose: Keeping in good repair and condition the
Wingate family burying ground, which is located
across the road from the Wingate homestead on
The Salmon Falls road in said Rochester.




To check in payment
Rochester Cemetery As-
sociation, labor, etc., $8 00
By collected coupons on
city bonds, $8 00
OLD TOWN FARM CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $270.38.
(This fund is made up from moneys received
from sale of lots in the past and principal as well
as income can be used.)




Jan. 1 Amount in bank, $263 88





To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for
care of cemetery, 10 00
Total on deposit, $264 52
OLD CEMETERY CONSERVATION FUND PER-
PETUA
Amount: 1918, $6,627.73; 1919, $6,968.10; 1920,
$6,555.09; 1921, $6,724.25; 1922, $6,687.84;
1923, $6,589.74.
Donors: Charles A. C. Hanson, et als.
Purpose: Care and maintenance of Old Cemetery at
large and specific lots designated by donors.
Investments (showing increase for year.)
(1) Original Funds, $5,600 00
(City of Rochester, 1931 Municipal Bonds)
(2) New Bequests (See post list of contributors)
(Rochester Trust Co. Bk. No. 22705)
Apr. 5, 1920, Elijah E.
Roberts,
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(3) Emergency Fund, General
(Rochester Trust Co., Savings Dept.)
By Prin., Jan. 1, 1923, $41 43
By dividend on deposit, $1 66
$43 09
(4) Emergency Fund, Special
(Rochester Trust Co., Savings Dept.)
By Prin., Jan. 1, 1923, $853 94
By div. on deposit, 34 48
By Emergency Fund spe-
cial for year, i. e. 1-8
income, 28 00
$916 42
To carried to checking
account to pay bills
chargeable as below, $170 OO
$746 42
Total principal (1), (2),
(3), and (4), as per
statement above, 6 589 74
1923
Statement
Jan. 1 Balance carried into 1923, $44 20
By collected coupons on bonds, 224 00





To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for
and material on individ-
ual lots and Cemetery
at large, 202 12
To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for
emergency work and
material on the follow-
ing lots
:
Osgood, Jordan & Fes-
tus Crawford,
Moses C. Doe,
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I have examined the accounts of the Trustees of the
Trust Funds of the City of Rochester for the year
1923, and find them correctly cast and properly vouch-




Expenditures of Water Works
For the Year Ending December 31, 1923
PLUMBING ACCOUNT
Paid Cohoes Rolling Mill, 4055 feet 3/4.in.
pipe, 2521 feet 1-in. pipe, 2021 feet
2-in. pipe, $1,178 69
George A. Caldwell Co., curb boxes,
goosenecks, and S. & W. cocks, etc.,
Ford Meter Box Co., 24 Adj. coup-
lings,
Sumner & Dunbar, service boxes, S.
& W. cocks, etc.,
Braman, Dow & Co., brass pipe, fit-
tings and wrenches.
Union Water Meter Co., S. & W.
cocks,
A. W. Chesterton & Co., gaskets,
Ware Coupling & Nipple Co., coup-
lings, 47 36
Red Hed Mfg. Co., S. & W. cocks and
fittings,
Jenkins Bros., 12 discs,
fittings,
George E. Gilchrist Co., pipe and fit-
tings,
Albert P. Covey, fittings,




Paid Hauck Mfg. Co., repairing burner, $28 42
H. Mueller Mfg. Co. brass goods and
National Meter Co., repairing meters,
Neptune Meter Co., repairing meters,
Pittsburgh Meter Co., repairing
meters,
Thompson Meter Co., repairing meters,
Thompson Meter Co., meters and con-
nections,
Rensselaer Valve Co., valve repairs,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
F. E, Hussey, for express paid out,
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Paid Highway Department, gasoline,
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co.,
Salary Department, clerk hire,
J. Frank Ellis, superintendent,





Paid John L. Copp, accrued interest U. S.
Government Certificates, $432 24
Interest on water bond, 20 00
$452 24
Summary of Water* Works
RECEIPTS
1922 water rates collected,
1923 water rates collected,
1923 additional rates collected.




Interest on U. S. Government certificates.
Interest on municipal bonds,
Municipal bonds matured.
Cash on hand (uninvested) Jan. 1, 1923,
EXPENDITURES
Plumbing account, $6,139 60




Water bond matured, 1,000 00
Investment U. S. certificates, 25,000 00
Accrued interest, 452 24
Cash on hand (uninvested) Jan.
1, 1924, 1,875 97
$8,015
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ASSETS OF WATER WORKS, JANUARY 1, 1924
United States certificates, $25,000 00
Cash on hand (uninvested), 1,875 97
$26,875 97
I hereby certify that I have examined the accounts
of the Clerk of Water Works for the year 1923 and





Clerk of the Water Board
In Account With Rochester Water Works
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1923,
1922 water rates collected,
1923 water rates collected,
1923 additional rates collected,
Previous water rates collected.
Plumbing bills collected.
Previous plumbing bills collected.
Miscellaneous bills collected.
Interest on U. S. Government certificates,




I have examined the accounts of the Clerk of Water
Works for the year 1923 and find the same properly
vouched and correctly cast and find the balance in his
hands December 31, 1923, to be seven hundred and








Water bonds outstanding, or not presented
for payment, January 1, 1923, $5,000 00
Sinking fund created to take care of such
bonds, $4,000 00
Paid from earnings, 1923, 1,000 00
$5,000 00
INTEREST ACCOUNT
Paid John L. Copp, Treasurer, interest on
water bonds, $ 20 00
Accrued interest on U, S. certificates, 432 24
$ 452 24
Report of
Superintendent of Water Works
For the Year Ending December 31, 1923
To the Committee on Water Works :
Gentlemen :—The thirty-second annual report of
this department is herewith submitted.
Source of supply during the year : Round Pond, Jan.
1 to Aug. 25; Reservoir, Aug. 25 to Sept. 5; Round
Pond, Sept. 5 to Dec. 31. The water has been good
and we had an abundant supply and the consumers
have not had to curtail their use of the water on
lawns, as this has been the case in a great many places
elsewhere.
We took advantage of the low water at the Pond
and renioved a lot of stumps from the shores. In the
near future there should be two cement dams con-
structed at this Pond in order to keep back swamp
water as these places are breeding ground for algae.
As soon as the Department can, financially, I would
recommend this being done.
We removed a line of old 34-in. galvanized wrought
iron pipe which was replaced by 1-in. galvanized
wrought iron pipe on School Street, Gonic, as this pipe
had become badly filled with rust. We removed thirty-
six feet of old li/2-in. pipe for the same reason on
Spring Street, East Rochester, which was replaced by
2-in. galvanized wought iron pipe.
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Construction is as follows:
Harding Ave., Gonic, 2-in. Galv. W. I.
pipe, 351 feet 3 inches
Plante Street, 1-in. Galv. W. I. pipe, 194 feet
Grove Street, Gonic, 6-in C. I. B.
& S. pipe, and installed hydrant
corner Harding Avenue, 498 feet
Lowell Street Extension, 1-in. Galv.
W. I. pipe, 715 feet
Washington Street and off Wash-
ington Street, l^/^-in. Galv. W. I.
pipe, 229 feet 2 inches
Total, 1,987 feet 5 inches
Total laid to date, 36 miles, 1,167 feet, 8 inches.
Number of hydants installed, 1
Hydrants repaired and replaced steamer type, 8
Hydrants to date, 189
Meters installed, 75
New services laid during the year, 34
Services discontinued, 4
Services relaid, 83
Services to date, 1,803
Joint leaks in main pipe, 6
Leaks in service pipes, 8
Number of feet of service pipe laid during the year
:
%-inch, Galv. W. L pipe, 4,255 feet, 4 inches
1-inch, Galv. W. I. pipe, 666 feet, 6 inches
114-inch, Brass pipe, 116 feet, 8 inches
34-inch, Brass pipe, 20 feet, 2 inches
An inventory of tools and stock in this department
is on file in the City Clerk's office.
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About 80 per cent, of all services are now metered.
The following tables gives size, make and number
of meters in use in the City:
Report of
Superintendent of Sewers
For the Year Ending December 31, 1923
To the Committee on Setvers:
Gentlemen :—The annual report of the Sewer De-
partment is herewith submitted
:
Number of permits issued during the year
to do plumbing, 89
Connections to main sewer, 28
Connections to date, 1,456
Connections cleaned, 20
We have cleaned main sewers on Furber Street,
Summer Street and Mclntire Court. Pearl Street
sewer was extended 38 feet, Lowell Street sewer was
extended 56 feet, and Chestnut Street Extension sewer
was extended 100 feet.
Owing to the amount of work on hand we were
unable to flush only once this year.
An inventory of materials and tools in this depart-




Report of City Marshal
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester :
Gentlemen:—I hereby submit the annual report of
the Police Department for the year ending December
31, 1923:
The police for the year 1924 consists of the following
officers : Isaac W. Rankin, City Marshal ; James B.
Young, Assistant Marshal; Adelard Duquette, Night
Watch; J. Shapleigh Allen, police at Gonic; George
Herries, police at East Rochester.
Whole number of arrests for the year, 173
No. 1 Drunks, 98
2 Assaults, 8
3 Keeping for sale, 8
4 Brawl and tumult, 2
5 Unlawful possession, 22
6 Operating auto without State
license, 7
7 Operating auto faster than rea-
sonable and proper, 6
8 Did catch brook trout less than
6 inches in length, 1
9 Did kindle fire on land of B. & M.
R. R., without permit, 1
10 Murder, 2
11 Did operate auto while under the
influence of liquor, 8
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12 Did attach number plates as-
signed by State Commisison-
er to car not registered, 2
13 Aggravated assault, 2
14 Fishing without State license, 3
15 Gambling, 1
16 Reckless operating automobile, 2
17 Threat to do bodily harm, 2
18 Setting traps not legally stamped, 1
19 Operating automobile not registered, 1
20 Hunting without State license, 1
173
DISPOSED OF AS FOLLOWS:
No. 1 Pay fine and costs of court in 88 cases; serve
30 days at House of Correction in 4 cases ; in
last six cases pay cost of court, 30 days at
House of Correction, 30 days suspended, mitti-
mus at call of the Marshal.
No. 2 Pay fine and costs of court.
No. 3. Pay fine and costs of court, 30 days in jail,
30 days suspended.
No. 4 Pay fine and costs of court.
No. 5 Pay fine and costs of court in 11 cases; in last
case serve 60 days in jail.
No. 6 Pay fine and costs of court.
No. 7 Pay fine and costs of court.
No. 8 Pay fine and costs of court.
No. 9 Pay costs of court, 60 days at House of Cor-
rection.
No. 10 Continued to Superior Court wthout bail in
one case ; in second case sent to Concord Hos-
pital for observation.
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No. 11 Pay fine and costs of court, 30 days in jail and
lose license.
No. 12 Pay fine and costs of court and lose license.
No. 13 Pay fine and costs of court, 30 days at House
of Correction, 30 days suspended.
No. 14 Pay fine and costs of court.
No. 15 Pay fine of $100 and costs of court.
No. 16 Pay fine and lose license.
No. 17 Pay cost of court and furnish bail to the
amount of $200 to keep the peace for one year.
No. 18 Pay fine and costs of court.
No. 19 Pay fine and costs of court.
No. 20 Pay fine and costs of court.
Number of lodgers for the year, 439
Paid for food for prisoners and lodgers, $6.60
Doors found unlocked during year, 7
I respectfully thank the Honorable Judge, Mr.
Worcester, and Solicitor Smart for their assistance and






Chief Engineer of Fire Department
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council'.
In rendering my report of the Fire Department for
the year ending December 31, 1923, I will state that
we haven't been so fortunate this year as last year.
We have had a number of bad fires this year, and a
large amount of valuable property was involved in
these fires. I believe the City Government should see
that we have more and better fire fighting equipment.
It pays to be prepared for whatever emergency may
arise.
There have been twenty-four bell alarms, one hun-
dred seven still alarms, mostly chimney fires, nine-
teen brush and forest fires in the City proper; four
bell alarms, twelve still alarms at East Rochester;
four bell alarms, twelve still alarms at Gonic; making
a total of one hundred eighty-two alarms for the
year.
The amount of property involved is as follows
:
Value of buildings, $398,150 00
Insurance on same, 275,650 00
Losses paid, 35,648 03
Value of contents, 739,171 96
Insurance on same, 597,932 40
Losses paid, 50,622 98
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There has been some improvement this year. We
have moved the air tanks from the cellar under the
horses into the other cellar, which has saved the tanks
and which was not a fit place to go into. The labor for
scraping the tanks and painting them was done with
no expense to the City.
Last year we recommended that the City purchase
two motor trucks for Cocheco and Torrent stations and
we recommend the same this year as we think the City
has outgrown the hand drawn apparatus.
I will recommend that the battery system that is
now in use be changed for the new system, and that
one corner of the barn chamber be taken to make the
change. The old system is an expensive one and the
new one would cut down the expense in time. I would
recommend that the City purchase a triple combina-
tion pumping engine chemical and hose car or some
other suitable truck for Central Station. The ladders
on the hook and ladder truck are in bad condition.
The truck does not carry enough ladders to meet the
demands of a large building fire and I think this should
have your consideration.
There has been purchased for the Fire Department
during the year, ten corduroy coats, ten hard boiled
fire helmets, three engineer's coats, two play pipes,
and two search lights.
In behalf of the Fire Department, I will take this
opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all those
who have been so kind and have given to the Depart-
ment to show that they appreciate our good work.
In behalf of the Board of Engineers, I will take this
opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all the
9a
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officers and members of the Fire Department for the
promptness in which they have discharged their du-
ties during the past year.
In conclusion, I will take this method to thank the
Mayor and Fire Committee and members of the City
Council for what they have done for the Fire Depart-
ment during the year just ended and hope the year
which we have just entered upon will see the De-
partment equipped with some up-to-date apparatus.
Respecfully submitted,
JOHN F. NUTE,
Chief Engineer of Fire Department.
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ROCHESTER FIRE ALARM
16 North Main street, corner Bridge street.
17 Main street, corner Congress street.
21 River street, corner Lafayette street.
23 Waldron avenue, corner Chestnut street.
24 Pine street, corner Brattle street.
25 North Main street, near Rochester Grocery Co.'s
store.
27 North Main street, opposite North Street.
31 Wakefield street, near schoolhouse.
32 Upper Wakefield street, between Pleasant and
Orchard streets.
33 Hanson street, near the Rochester hotel.
34 Summer street, near stone house.
35 Portland street, near Gerrish court.
36 King street, corner Court street.
37 Foot of Silver street.
38 Glenwood avenue.
41 South Main street, near Wallace's shop.
43 Upham street, near Lincoln street.
47 Foot of Charles street, near electric car barn.
52 Charles street, corner May street.
54 Charles street, corner Woodman street.
SIGNALS
1 Engineer's test.
2 Fire all out.
6 Brush fire or fire at a distance.
22-22 Two blasts on the fire alarm repeated once will
be the signal for no school.
Telephone service for calling the Chief En-
gineer at Fire Station, call 89; residence,
251-Y
Report of City Solicitor
To the Honorable City Council of the City of Roch-
ester :
It is common knowledge that an unusual number of
legal and somewhat vexatious and complicated ques-
tions have been raised during the past year, and an
unusual amount of work required to correctly solve
them, and I am pleased to report that to my knowledge
no money has been paid in settlement of any contro-
versies, no suits have been begun, and none are now
pending against the City.
While the policy of the Police Department has been
to protect the innocent as well as to punish the guilty,
its business management and its work in the preven-
tion of crime has been very successful. Many prose-
cutions have been brought and I am told the financial
receipts have more than paid the cost of maintenance




Rochester, N. H., December 31, 1923.
Report of Board of Health
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
We herewith submit our report for the year ending
December 31, 1923.












Number of stillbirths, 8
Number of deaths from cancer, 24
This is over 17% of the deaths from all causes
during the year. Probaly earlier treatment
might have saved several of these cases.
Death rate per thousand, basis of 10,000 pop-
ulation, 13.8
Number of houses fumigated, 14
Number of rooms fumigated, 48
Number of complaints investigated, 42
Number of dead animals buried, 14
Respectfully submitted,
D. L. STOKES, M. D.,
FORREST L. KEAY, M. D.,
JOHN I. RANKIN,
Board of Health.
Report of Overseei of Poor
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
The following is a list of the names and the amount
of assistance from the City furnished each applicant
for the year ending December 31, 1923.
Mrs. David Morin, $812 33
Sarah McCallion, • 72 00
Mrs. D. Lessard, 35 06
Frank Canney, 10 37
Nettie Bickford, 428 69
Mrs. C. W. Tarbox, 292 10
Annie Ross, 119 00
Beatrice and Anna Sylvain, 320 00
Helen Wilkinson, 125 00
Mrs. Louis Cormier, 120 00
Harry Baxter, 53 00
Nathan E. Kendrick, 37 00
Henry Perreault, 240 00
Mrs. Otis Thomas, 92 00
Mrs. Frank Dodge, 33 50
Mrs. L. J. McNish, 167 92
Alfred Sylvain, 120 00
Chester D. Stewart, 12 00
Margaret Morgan, 90 00
William Haskell, 184 43
John Poulin, 70 00
Mattie Lyle, 70 00





Medical supplies for City Poor,
Amount furnished dependent soldiers,
Total amount expended,
Amount of appropriation.










At a meeting of the Trustees of the Rochester Pub-
lic Library, December 31, 1923, it was voted that the
report of the Secretary, Librarian and Treasurer be
presented to the City Council as the annual report of
the Trustees for the year 1923.
Rochester Public Library
TRUSTEES
Frederick E. Small, ex-officio
Fred P. Header, Term expires 1923
Sidney B. Hayes, "
Report of
Library Trustees
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to present the 30th
annual report of the Trustees of the Rochester Pub-
lic Library, also, the Librarian's and Treasurer's re-
port for the year ending December 31, 1923.
It has been the policy of the trustees since the or-
ganization of the library to keep within the appropri-
ation.
During the year we have bought two new desks;
have paid for insurance on the building; have pur-
chased cases for the museum to hold the valuable col-
lection of minerals and other articles presented to the
library by a former resident, the late John L Legro,
for which the trustees wish in this report to express
their thanks and appreciation. We trust the citizens
will visit the museum and view the splendid collection.
We would again call your attention to the needs of
the library. The building is the property of the city
and should be kept in repair. Again we call your
attention to the condition of the basement windows.
Many of the sills should be replaced by new ones ; the
windows puttied and painted and the doors in the
basement refitted so they will shut. Especially the
one leading into the boiler room, that the gas and dust
may be kept from circulating through the building to
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the injury of the books. We must have more shelving
in the basement for books.
The main desk at the library has maintained its cir-
culation but the branches and the children's room have
lost 4,209. This is due largely to the Gonic agency
having been closed while moving into new quarters.
The trustees wish to express their thanks to Mrs.
Stephen C. Header and Mrs. Gertrude Andrews for
the portrait of the late Stephen C. Meader who was
one of the first trustees of the Rochester Public Li-
brary, established thirty years ago.
We also appreciate the fact that the public are using
the reading rooms to advantage by the increase of
readers during the year.
In conclusion we would ask that the appropriation
for the Public Library for 1924 be $6,500.
The trustees wish to express their appreciation of
the attention shown to the patrons of the library by







To the Board of Trustees of the Rochester Public
Library:
Gentlemen :—The report of the work of the Hbrary
for the year is herewith presented.
During the year 1923, 143 volumes have been added
by gift; 82 by binding of magazines and 273 by pur-
chase. These have cost the library an average of
$2.11 per volume and have been divided as follows:
—
81 non-fiction; 65 juveniles; and 127 standard and
popular fiction, some of the number being necessary
duplicates.
A library must add the latest and most up-to-the-
minute information on the subjects which are before
the people, the new books which are being read and
talked about as well as fill in and duplicate whenever
necessary, all ancient and modern classics. There are
some books which a library cannot afford to get along
without and it does not take long for it to be termed
out-of-date if it lets up even for one year in these
things. It is surely difficult to satisfy all the de-
mands with a $500 allowance for books.
During the early years following the custom of
other libraries government documents were acces-
sioned. This year it has seemed advisable to discard
or return some of the documents which were never
used. 262 have therefore been discarded; 6 volumes
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have been destroyed by patrons; three lost in circu-
lation according- to the inventory; and 32 worn out.
This makes a total loss to the library of 303 volumes
;
the net gain for the year only 195 and the entire
number of volumes 23,397.
The records of the year show that 67,427 books
have been given out. This is a decrease of 4,209 from
last year. It is always a matter of regret to report a
drop in circulation and immediately one begins to look
about for a reason. To some extent this is due to the
lack of new books. Rochester is a fiction reading
community and these readers include people in every
walk and profession in life, from the tired business
man and woman, the busy doctor, the earnest preacher,
the faithful teacher, the welfare worker, to those that
work with their hands, or delve in the soil, or travel
the road. It has always been the policy of this li-
brary to provide what the taxpayers ask for, as far
forth as possible, preserving a proper division of the
classes.
If the public can find in the library their recreation
they feel free to come to it for assistance in their
need. This tends to promote thrift and economy and
prevents waste.
How much the drop in circulation has been due to
lack of publicity none can tell. The library and the
people have not seemed as close together this year.
For many years the library has had a big rival in
the automobile, to that was added the moving pictures
and now has come the radio. To be sure when skim-
ming over the road at twenty miles an hour; when
watching adventure, romance, or history develop on
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the screen, or when "listening in" one cannot read,
but the library can furnish books which tell how to
care for and operate a car; how to write a scenario,
and how to set up the radio.
The readers and students have steadily increased
during the last few years. This year 22,635 were
counted, an increase of 426 over last year. The read-
ing and reference rooms often reach their entire ca-
pacity. It seems imperative that some change be
made in the reference room at an early date. The
best and least expensive change would be to convert
the larger reading room into a reference room moving
as many of the magazines to the basement as neces-
sary.
In spite of all the inducements offered, the children
have not come to the library as in previous years. The
older children say "they have read all the books," and
the younger children are not proving to be as great
readers. They come to look at pictures as the con-
stant and over and over use of the stereoscopic pic-
tures which have been donated to the library will tes-
tify.
The number of books given out from this room is
16,902 a decrease of 5,309 from last year. The num-
ber of readers 16,902 a decrease of 1,071 from last
year.
The agencies at Gonic and East Rochester and the
house station at the home of Mr. John Allen at Walnut
Grove, in which Miss Bertha Allen has taken so much
interest have gone on in the same manner as hereto-
fore. Miss Allen has given out 127 books, 214 less
than last year. East Rochester, 1,346, 524 less than
last year. Gonic was closed for three months during
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repairs on the engine house where the agency is now
located. Their circulation was 898, 293 less than
last year.
The decrease in circulation at the agencies total
1,031, the decrease in the children's room was 5,309,
this makes a total decrease in the different depart-
ments of 6,340 and shows an increase at the main desk
of 2,131.
This larger circulation added to the general routine
work, the repairing of books, which, as the library
grows older is no small part of the work, the large
amount of time used for reference work, the satisfy-
ing of all demands on the resources of the library, so
that everyone will go away happy, is no small job.
Accounting for every book, sending of over due notices,
the discipline and the cutting down of the several
thousand dollar needs to the purchasing power of five
hundred dollars adds to the difficulties of the work.
The work of the year however has been carried on
without friction and with the splendid co-operation of
the entire staff.
The needs of the coming year are numerous. First
and most imperative is a larger book allowance ; second
and of no less importance is more shelf room and last,
but not least, is some hard coal for the heater. The
walls, floors, furniture and valuable books and papers
are being damaged almost beyond description by the
greasy smoke which seems unavoidable and which
makes it impossible to send any one to the basement
for reference work, without an apology, or for any
of the staff to work on the files during library hours.
Some of the gifts, a list of which has been added to
10 A
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this report, have been almost priceless. The splendid
gift of minerals from the late Mr. John I. Legro, a
collection which is almost without exception, the
mounted and analized botanical specimen of the late
Mr. J. Edgar McDuffee, added to those given to the
library several years ago by Mrs. Frederic Small, make
a fine collection of the flora of New England. These
should be framed and placed where students can see
them. These collections together with the moths and
butterflies given by Capt. Conrad and Mr. Leslie P.
Snow, a few years ago, make a wonderful collection of
natural history.
There have also been many interesting and valuable
books among those donated and the plants for the
garden, the gift of Mrs. Fannie Wallace, were again a
delight.
For the gifts and for every courtesy and message
of appreciation extended during the year I wish to
express my thanks also for the helpfulness and good
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STATISTICS
Population of Rochester, 9,037
Term of use. Free to residents
Total number of registered borrowers, 9,313
Number of cards in actual use, 50%
Number of agencies, 2
Number of house stations, 1
Number on library staff, regular, 4
Number on library staff, extra, 1
Number of days open to the public during the
year, 302
Number of volumes of fiction loaned, 39,629
Number of volumes other than fiction, 27,798
Average daily circulation, 223
Largest number any one day, 563
Smallest number, 41
Circulation per capita, 77
Number of volumes given out to teachers for
school work, 723
Number of pamphlets, unbound magazines and
pictures circulated, 3,264
Number of so-called standard fiction circu-
lated, 2,003
Number of books sent to Conic, 898
Number sent to East Rochester, 822
Number sent to Walnut Grove, 127
Largest number of readers any one day, 131
Increase in readers over last year, 414
Number of book catalogued, 498
Number of books rebound, 766
Number of magazines newly bound, 80
Number of books repaired at library, 8,050
Number of periodicals and pamphlets filed, 1,268
Number of reserve postals sents, 1,243
























Circulation, 1921 to 1923
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Gifts for 1923- Continued
























Ricker, Mrs. C. E
Rochester, Benevolent and




Schools and Colleges :
Bowdoin College









*Christian Science Journal, Monitor, and Sentinel.
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Gifts for 1923— Continued
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FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1922
Amount of money on hand January 1, 1922,
Received from Rochester Woman's Club,
Received from out of town patrons.
Received from fines, damages and other
sources.
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School Board of City of Rochester
NEW HAMPSHIRE
For the Year Ending December 3 1 st
Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-Three
At a meeting of the School Board of Rochester, Jan-
uary 10, 1924, the annual report of the Superintendent
of Schools was accepted and ordered printed as the
report of the School Board to the City Council and to
the citizens of the city.
WILLIAM H. BUKER,
Secretary.
Rochester, N. H., January 11, 1924.
School Board, City of Rochester
As Organized for 1923
CHAIRMAN
Hon. FREDERIC E. SMALL
.^- , „ ( James C. Pringle
Ward One •
C. Garfield Hurd
„, , ^ Sarah E. KendallWard Two (
) Miles H. Dustin
Tx. T m \ Granville F. GrantWard Three /
)
J. Levi Meader
MT J r^ ) Mary DuvalWard Four <
j
Louis S. Bergeron
TTT -, Tp- \ Ralph E. CameWard Five J
I
Archer H. Fownes







Teachers and Salaries—Dustin, Grant, Pringle, Os-
good, Fownes.
Studies and Textbooks—Wallace, Kendall, Osgood.
Schoolhouses arid Grounds—Dustin, Grant, Hurd.
Printing afid Supvlies—Fownes, Came, Wallace.
Trayisportation—Meader, Pringle, Duval.
School Attendance—Meader, Came, Kendall.
School Board, City of Rochester
As Organized for 1924
CHAIRMAN
HON. WILLIAM DAVIS
„r , ^ 1 C. Garfield HurdWard One <
I
James C. Pringle
jjr J rf. \ Miles H. DustinWard Ttvo (
) William J. Evans
Ward Three i J' ^^^' ^'^'^^'^^
) GUSTAV Lanoix
jrr , r, \ Louis S. BergeronWard Four /











Teachers and Salaries—Pringle, Osgood, Fownes, Dus-
tin, Lanoix.
Studies and Textbooks—Osgood, Meader, Evans.
Schoolhouses and Grounds—Dustin, Hurd, Fownes.
Printing and Supplies—Fownes, Dow, Langevin.
Transportation—Fownes, Hurd, Sawyer.
School Attendance—Pringle, Sawyer, Bergeron.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND SECRE-
TARY OF THE BOARD
William H. Buker
Office at High School Building. Office hour: 4.00 to
5.00 P. M., on school days; 8.30 to 12.00 A. M. on Sat-
urdays, except vacations. Residence, 65 Congress St.
SECRETARY TO THE SUPERINTENDENT
Myrtle M. Lowe





To the School Board of Rochester :
It seemed wise to both ex-Superintendent Smith and
the present superintendent that the annual report
this year should be written largely by the former as he
was superintendent ten months of the fiscal year. Mr.
Smith's recommendations are the results of four years
of careful study concerning the school problems of this
city, and knowing Mr. Smith for many years, I real-
ize that his recommendations in this report should be
carefully weighed by the incoming Board and citizens





To the School Board of Rochester :
I herewith submit to you and the citizens of Roch-
ester my fifth and final report, it being the thirty-
second in the series of such reports.
ATTENDANCE
The attendance last year showed the unfavorable in-
fluence of exceptionally severe weather and extensive
sickness. The per cent, of attendance (91.72) was the
lowest since 1918-19 the year of the influenza epidemic.
Illness was fatal to four pupils during the school year.
The record for tardinesses was as satisfactory as last
year.
EVENING SCHOOL
The total enrollment (Nov. 1, 1923) in the evening
school was 111. This is encouraging because it is
larger than last year's enrollment. Many evening
schools in the state have declined in number of pupils.
The most notable fact about our school is the unex-
pectedly large size of the beginners' class in English.
We have added this year a class of 12 in cooking and
sewing.
READING
Special emphasis was placed last year on the sub-
ject of reading—in teachers' meetings, private study
by the teachers, and class-room practice. The main
eff'ort was to train pupils to get the thought from the
printed page by silent reading. The methods used
were based on the scientific investigations which have
been made in this vital subject. After a child has
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learned to read, the greater part of his practice in
reading should be in silent rather than oral reading.
Most of us read aloud very, very little but we are con-
stantly reading silently for information or pleasure.
Until recently school-room reading consisted of pupils
rising in turn and droning monotonously from a book.
Usually no serious attempt was made to obtain good
expression or enunciation. It certainly was uninter-
esting; everybody had a book and could read the pas-
sage much more efficiently by himself. Oral reading,
to be sure, is valuable and should be taught, but it can
better be done by having each pupil read a practiced,
familiar passage to pupils who do not have the same
material before their eyes. Our main hope in develop-
ing real students is effective training in silent reading,
because that is exactly the kind of reading they will
have to do all through later life.
In the first three grades, in which the pupils are
learning the reading process, most of the reading is
properly oral. Phonics are also taught in order that
the pupils may master the correct pronunciation of
consonants, vowels, and groups of letters. The sys-
tem of phonics to be taught has been made definite and
uniform throughout the city.
WRITING
The basis of instruction in handwriting is the sys-
tem of Harry Houston, supervisor of penmanship. New
Haven, Connecticut. This is simple and effective. The
principles are quickly mastered and easily taught. As
in any system success depends on thorough and con-
stant drill. Many rooms made a marked improvement
and, what is more to the purpose, this improvement
was retained over the summer vacation.
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RETRENCHMENT
As far as material progress is concerned our schools
during the past year have marked time, if indeed they
have not fallen back. A program had been started for
improving one building a year. This v^ould keep the
school plant in good condition and not entail too great
a financial burden any one year. Under this plan in
1921 and 1922 the East Rochester School v^as painted
outside, School Street v^^as decorated inside, Meader-
boro School was remodeled to conform to modern
requirements, slate blackboards v^ere put in all build-
ings to replace plaster or composition boards, adjust-
able seats and desks were furnished in more than half
of the grade rooms, electric lights were put in all
buildings except Gonic, a cement walk was laid around
the Gonic school, the ell of the East Rochester school
was shingled, and a new cement floor laid in the boys'
basement at the High school.
The above is an encouraging record of progress.
There still remains much to be done :
—
1. The interior of the High school should be re-
decorated. The walls are cracked and stained, a most
uninspiring sight for impressionable boys and girls.
2. A suitable lunch room should be provided at the
High school. The only available place is in the base-
ment. An opening should be cut in the wall which
separates the boys' and girls' basements and counters
built each side. The equipment should include a gas
stove, sink, and ice-chest. Then real, nourishing
lunches could be seryed.
3. The rooms at Gonic should be fitted with electric
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lights. There are ah-eady lights in the basement for
the janitor. The building was completely wired when
it was built, but at that time it was customary to have
the main feed wires enter the attic and the circuits are
all arranged to start there. Now, however, the law-
requires that the main wires shall enter the basement.
All that is necessary is to connect the attic wires with
those in the basement and install the fixtures, a com-
paratively inexpensive task.
4. The hollow at the rear of the School St. school
should be filled in to make a playground. The drain-
age of the low land is already taken care of by a large
drain. The fences on either side of the school grounds
need repairing and a fence should be built beside Mr.
Patterson's lot. In fact the lumber for this fence is
already on hand, but construction was delayed until
the boundary line could be more definitely established.
This necessitates surveying the lot.
5. The boiler in the Allen school and one of the
twin boilers at Gonic need retubing. There is a con-
stant danger of them giving out, this causing school
sessions to be suspended. The work should be done
next summer if, indeed, it does not have to be done
before.
6. The Meaderboro school needs re-shingling very
badly. The ceiling, which was whitened in 1922, is
now stained in many places. The roofs of the Allen,
School Street and Gonic schools also need repairing.
7. Thirteen rooms, containing 500 seats, are still
using the old-fashioned, non-adjustable seats and
desks. This means that very many of your children
are sitting five hours a day in seats that do not fit them
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and can not be made to fit. Such seats are uncomfort-
able and injurious to growing children. These rooms
should be equipped with modern, adjustable furniture.
Why should we save money at the expense of the chil-
dren?
Notwithstanding the need of all these repairs and
improvements the amount for minor repairs was cut
in the 1923 budget from $1,500 (the sum expended
annually for years and certainly modest enough for
seven buildings) to $500; and the amount recom-
mended for special repairs, $2,000, was reduced to
$511. The larger amounts were recommended by the
School Board at the December meeting, 1922, but were
subsequently reduced, along with other items, to con-
form to the new administration's plans for economy.
These repairs and improvements will commend them-
selves to all who are interested in our schools and will
doubtless be attended to sometime. I would also re-
mind you of the law passed in 1923 which makes it ob-
ligatory to equip all schoolhouses with so-called panic
or fire-exit bolts by September, 1924. The School
Street school is already so equipped. The other build-
ings will have to be equipped next summer.
THE GREATEST NEED
No self-respecting community enjoys being rated as
backward. Every man wants to be able to say his
city is as good as another—and better. It is a fact,
however, that the Rochester school system is behind the
school systems of cities of similar size, or even small-
er towns, in the opportunities offered to its pupils.
We have no provision for mechanic arts or cooking and
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sewing in our elementary schools—nor can we have on
account of lack of room. Neither have we any gym-
nasium for the physical training of our boys and girls
and the athletic games of our schools. It is very em-
barassing for your superintendent to listen to the
expressions of amazement and regret from newcomers
that a city as large as Rochester should be without
this equipment which has become almost universal
years ago. A third lack is special educational train-
ing for retarded and backward children. Rochester
has many such children and is large enough to take
care of them adequately.
It is not my purpose in this place to present the argu-
ments in favor of these parts of a modern school sys-
tem—it is not necessary, because their value is com-
monly recognized. In fact, many citizens have ex-
pressed their strong desire to have these opportunities
in Rochester. They will cost money, but who will dare
say that our boys and girls are not worth it? I have
worked with and for them for over four years and I
can honestly say that there is not a better group of
children anywhere. Rochester can afford to provide
these advantages. Its bonded indebtedness is not ex-
cessive (about $140,000) and it will under the present
plans be cleared by 1932. The city is well within its
legal debt limit. The tax rate is not high for these
days.
How can these things be brought to pass? By
building either a new junior high school or a senior
high school. A junior high school is commonly com-
posed of grades 7, 8, and 9 (the freshmen year in
high school.) For the benefit of those who do not
understand what a junior high school is I will quote
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a definition given in "The Junior High School" by
Thomas H. Briggs.*
"The junior high school is a special organization of
one or more grades of 7 to 10
—
a. Providing by various means for individual dif-
ferences, especially by an earlier introduction of
prevocational work and of subjects usually taught
in the high school.
b. Providing departmental teaching, promotion by
subject, diiferentiated curricula, and special at-
tention to extra-class activities.
c. Providing by means of extensive and practical
courses exploration for the pupils of various fields
of learning and of the pupils' own interests, apt-
itudes, and abilities.
d. Providing training particularly to fit for life the
pupils likely to leave school before completing the
senior high school."
The senior high school is composed of grades 10,
11, and 12 or the three upper classes of the high school
as now organized. If a new junior high school should
be built, the present building would be used by the
senior high school, I recommend that this be the
plan because the mechanic arts and domestic science
equipment would be used more by the junior grades
than by the senior. It is important, of course, that
those pupils who will use the equipment most should
be in the building with it. The few senior pupils who
would take the shop courses could easily go to the new
'Briggs, Thomas H., The Junior High School, P. 52.
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building for that work. It is desirable that the new
building be as near the present high school as possible
so that pupils will not have too great a walk in going
from one class to another.
A new school building, in my opinion, should be so
planned that it can be used as a community center.
The gymnasium could be used for games by any local
team. Possibly classes in physical training would be
formed by business men. Rooms could be provided
for boys' and girls' clubs. Such organizations as the
Woman's Club and Chamber of Commerce could meet
there. This is a project that really is of interest to
everybody in the city and I sincerely hope it may be
taken up and pushed to a successful completion in the
near future.
I want to take this opportunity to record my deep
appreciation of the sincere friendship, the faithful co-
operation, and true loyalty of the Rochester teachers,
the janitors, attendance officer, and my secretary. No
less do I appreciate also the constant support of the
School Board and citizens. I carry with me pleasant
memories of our work together and wish the schools






Mr. William H. Buker, Supt. of Schools, Rochester, N.
H.:
Dear Sir:—I herewith submit my first annual re-
port as Headmaster of the Rochester High School.
The school has enrolled this year, 302 pupils.
REGISTRATION BY CLASSES
Class Boys Girls Total Loss
Senior,
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You will note that very few pupils left school be-
cause of failure to do high school work. We feel that
this good record is due in no small way to the very
close method by which pupils are checked, preventing
for the most part the failure of a pupil for a short
time from becoming permanent. Our percentage of
failures is low, however, the scholarship of a great
many of our pupils would be improved if the pupils
would devote more time to home study.
SCHOOL AND HOME STUDY
The High School session is from 8 to 1. We have
six forty-five minute periods in our school day. Pupils
are required to take at least four subjects. This means
that pupils with four subjects have two study periods
in school. Pupils with five subjects, one study period.
Teachers assign lessons which require at least one
hour of preparation for each lesson assigned. This
means that the pupil who has four subjects will be
obliged to study for at least two hours at home each
day. The co-operation of the parents is very essen-
tial in this matter of home study. All parents must
realize that during the high school course, pupils
should have the opportunity for such home study.
Every teacher spends two afternoons a week at the
high school for the purpose of helping their pupils. All
omitted lessons must be made up after school hours
and as soon as possible after the pupils return to
school.
STANDING OF THE HIGH SCHOOL
The High School is a Class A school as ranked by
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the state Department of Education. Graduates who
obtain the rank of 85 are admitted to colleges and
normal schools without examination. The continu-
ance of this privilege depends on the record made in
the college during the freshman year of our graduates.
ATTENDANCE
Good attendance depends to a certain degree upon
good health. Our attendance is fair, but no doubt
we have avoidable absences. If parents would re-
member that Saturday is the proper time for trips
out of town, many days at school would be saved.
FACULTY
Our present corps of teachers is co-operating for the
best interests of the school. Teachers are teaching
five and six periods per day, and then find time for
extra-curriculum work. I believe that the best inter-
ests of the school would be served by hiring teachers
to teach five periods per day and do specific extra-
curriculum work.
WORK IN THE CLASSROOM
We are doing a little more this year in the classroom
to place more responsibility on the pupils themselves.
We aim to develop in the pupils greater interest in the
subject that they study. Socialized recitations, project
work, investigations of original sources, and group
forums are made a part of the classroom period. Such
work, however, is successful only when proper prepa-
ration has been made by both teacher and pupil. We
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must think more of the boy and girl and less of subject
matter, more of mental and moral growth than the
accumulation of statistical information.
The efficiency of the high school could be greatly in-
creased by bringing supervised study into the class-
room work.
STUDENT-ACTIVITY ASSOCIATION
The following is a brief financial report of the as-
sociation.
Balance on hand June 30, 1922, $588 35
Balance on hand June 30, 1923, 707 57
REPORT FOR CURRENT YEAR
Receipts
September, 1923, to December 15, 1923
Student-Activity account, $227 14
Lunch counter, 400 55
Athletics, 636 45
Red & White, 280 04
$1,544 18
Disbursements
Student-Activity account, $54 07
Lunch counter, 344 20
Athletics, 551 49
Red & White, 145 00
Profit, Sept. 1, to Dec. 15, $449 42





The high school building is placed in Class D by the
State Department of Education. The fundamental
basis of education in this state is equal opportunity to
all the boys and girls in the state. The children of
Rochester are not now having an equal educational op-
portunity with the great majority of young people, not
only in New Hampshire, but in all New England, when
their work is handicapped for lack of a proper build-
ing.
With no place for manual training and other indus-
trial arts, with no place for physical training, and with
no desirable place for basketball and other indoor ath-
letics, the need of additions and a gymnasium is most
pressing.
SIZE OF THE HIGH SCHOOL
Compared with high schools in cities and towns the
size of Rochester, our high school enrollment is below
the average. I believe that this is due to the fact that
pupils are unable to find the type of work in which
they are interested. They remain in school for a time
and then drop out. The greatest loss is during the
summer following graduation from grammar school.
This is deplorable from the standpoint of their own
best interests and is due in a large part to the fact that
we offer no course which will prepare them for their
future work. I believe that industrial courses such
as are offered in Dover, Laconia and Sanford will over-
come this loss.
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EXTRA-CURRICULUM WORK
The school has the following organizations : Student-
Activity Association, Class Organizations, Glee Club,
Orchestra, Debating Club, Red and White Staff. Meet-
ings of the various organizations are held during school
hours, according to Parliamentary Law. All meetings
are conducted by the pupils. A member of the fac-
ulty is present as an adviser. We attempt in these
meetings to teach the pupils the correct method of con-
ducting such meetings in the hope that it will enable
them to assume the full responsibilities of citizenship
in the future. Besides the above organizations, the
pupils under the direction of Mrs. Allen publish a
school paper, "The Red and White." Class debating
teams are being organized and it is hoped that a var-
sity team will develop from the class teams. A girls'
hiking club was organized in the fall but due to sick-
ness and lack of a teacher to take charge, the girls
have been able to have only a few hikes.
BASKETBALL
Through the interest and generosity of the citizens
of Rochester the sum of $210 was raised by subscrip-
tion to be used to hire a hall for basketball. The
school board also contributed $100 for this purpose.
HONORS
The Springfield Scholarship was awarded to Miss
Helen Foss, now a freshman at Bates College. The
Dartmouth Medal for excellence in scholarship was
awarded to Miss Edyth Hooper of the class of 1926.
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Large scholarship R's were awarded Phyllis Wilson,
Lillian Roberts, Marion Boyce, Elfreida Emery.


























































A Radio School in Boston.
Living at Home.
Living at Home.
Bookkeeper at Feineman Bros.
Dover Business College.











































Bryant and Stratton of Boston
Bates College.
United Box and Lumber.
Keene Normal School.
Living in Rochester.
Ernest Winkley's Grocery Stop
Keene Normal School.
Nasson Institute.
In Office of Army Store.
In Office of Salinger Bros.
Working in Office.
Working.
In Charles Varney's Office.













The co-operation on the part of the School Board
and the Superintendent is greatly appreciated, and I
feel sure it will meet with continued loyalty and good
service on the part of the teachers. As teachers, we
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feel that we are here not only to teach but to play an
active part in the extra-curriculum activities and the
life of the community. This can be obtained by co-
operation between the school authorities, the teachers,




Report of Supervisor of Music
To the Swperintendent of Schools
:
Public school music has made great progress in the
past ten years, and is rapidly becoming recognized as
of equal importance with the other subjects in the
school curriculum. Correctly taught, music develops
very appreciably the child's power of concentration.
The aim of school music is to develop in the child a
love and appreciation of good music. In order to at-
tain this there must be a certain amount of preparation,
or technical work, A supervisor should bear in mind,
however, that the technical work is only a means to an
end, and he should not run the risk of defeating his
ultimate purpose by over emphasizing this phase. We
have found it necessary in the Rochester schools this
year to dwell rather strongly on the technical side, but
it is our purpose to gradually diminish the amount of
time given to this, and proportionately increase the
amount spent in actually singing. We want the boys
and girls to love to sing, not only while they are in
school but after they go out into the world.
In some of the school rooms there are only half
enough books for the class, and even these are in a
very dilapidated condition. This should be remedied




Medical Inspector and School Nurse
For the School Year 1922-1923
To the Suverintendent of Schools
:
We herewith submit the Medical Inspector's and
School Nurse's report for the year 1922-1923
:
Number of pupils examined, 1,243
Pupils not examined at parents' written request, 6
Pupils absent, 8
Pupils defective, 666
Pupils with defective teeth, 492
Pupils with hypertrophied tonsils, 232
Pupils with defective vision, 65
Pupils with cardiac disease, 13
Pupils with defective hearing, 4
Pupils 10% underweight, 160
Number of children treated and improved since last
physical examination : teeth, 80 ; hypertrophied tonsils,
51; vision, 11; cardiac disease, 7; hearing, 1, The or-
theopedic cases are adjusted. There are three chil-
dren attending school who are wearing double caliper
braces and using crutches.
The classroom weight charts show at a glance just
what the children are doing as to gain in weight each
month. There are 160 children ten per cent, under-
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weight and these children are greatly handicapped.
The physical defects, chiefly hypertrophied tonsils,
after receiving the proper treatment, have shown
a marked improvement in their general appearance
as well as an increase in weight.
We wish to express our appreciation of the co-oper-
ation and loyal support given us by the members of the
School Board, Superintendent and teachers of our pub-
lic schools, and all others who help to make this work
a success.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN H. BATES, M. D.
FRANCES EASTMAN, R. N.
In addition to the joint report above, I wish to state
that there has been a marked improvement in the gen-
eral physical condition of our pupils since the introduc-
tion of medical inspection and follow-up work by the
school nurse. The annual examination serves to bring
to the attention of the parents and teachers the physi-
cal defects which are so common, but without the sys-
tematic follow-up work of the nurse, medical inspec-
tion would meet with meagre success.
I feel, as I believe most of our citizens do, that our
schools have met with a severe loss in the resignation
of Miss Eastman. She worked with untiring zeal to
promote the physical welfare of our school children
and to inculcate among them a better knowledge of
right living. So I feel that a great part of the im-
proved health conditions is due to her efforts.
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Just a few words in regard to the future of the
work. Up to date communities realize now that the
physical welfare of their school children is a public
responsibility. A child's mental growth is bound to
be retarded by physical defects, and these defectives
often serve to retard the progress of the brighter chil-
dren. At present we are without the services of a
regular school nurse, but if the good work so well
begun, shall not be allowed to take a backward step, it
is absolutely necessary that we have a school nurse, at
least one who is able to devote a certain portion of her
time to the work.
Rochester needs the services of a public health
nurse but the Visiting Nurse Association finds it a
difficult matter to finance the services of two nurses so
the most feasible plan at present is to co-operate with
the School Board. Many cities the size of Rochester
employ a full-time school nurse and it is not extrava-
gant to say that we need one to devote at least half
time to the physical welfare of our children.
Therefore I advise that the District Nurse Associ-
ation and School Board conjointly secure the services
of a competent public health nurse to share equally
in services and expenses.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN H. BATES, M. D.
Report of Playground Supervisor
To the Superintendent of Schools :
The Playground was opened and supervised for the
first two weeks by Cecelia C. Sylvain. A regular pro-
gram was scheduled and followed during the remain-
ing weeks of July and August. The morning attend-
ance was small and sometimes the scheduled program
had to be changed ; but in the afternoon the park was
usually alive with children ranging in age from two
to eighteen, all ready for games, stories, a swing, or
perhaps, a slide. The average attendance was about
thirty-five which seems very small for a city the size
of Rochester, but was perhaps due to the fact that
the playground is not very centrally located. How-
ever those who did go enjoyed plays and games, races,
contests, story hours, and also the apparatus.
Most of the old apparatus was repaired and settees
were placed in convenient places under the trees. A
volley ball and net were installed, and volley ball
proved to be a favorite sport among boys and girls of
all ages.
On the last day, many of the children brought their
lunches and had an all day picnic. In the afternoon
there were contests, races, peanut hunts, and games
for the older children, and games and stories for the
smaller ones.
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I wish to thank all those whose kind co-operation
helped to make the summer at the Playground a suc-
cessful one.
"Just as sunlight kills most of the deadly germs, so
outdoor life with exercise and play takes care of most
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TABLE A REGISTRATION AND ATTENDANCE










































Rebate on car tickets,
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BUDGET RECOMMENDED BY SCHOOL BOARD




1. Superintendent's secretary, $872 00
2. Printing and office supplies, 225 00
3. Attendance officer, 450 00
4. Census of children 5-16 years
of age, 120 00
5. Telephone, offices of Supt. and
Headmaster, 100 00
6. Superintendent's expenses, 225 00




1. Regular teachers' salaries, $54,400 00
2. Music supervisor, 1,200 00
3. Evening school teachers, 1,000 00 •
4. Substitutes, 600 00
5. Elementary tuition (North
Rochester), 325 00
6. Textbooks, 2,200 00
7. Pupils' supplies, 1,800 00
8. Flags, 25 00
9. Graduation exercises, 50 00
$61,600 00
Operation and Maintenance:
1. Janitors' salaries, $5,072 00
2. Cleaners, 300 00
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3. Janitor at evening school, $120 00
4. Janitors' supplies, 325 00
5. Paper towels and fixtures (for
pupils), 300 00
6. Fuel, 3,800 00
7. Light, 175 00
8. Minor repairs, 1,500 00
$11,592 00
Auxiliary Agencies:
1. Library and reference books, $100 00
2. Medical inspection, 1,200 00
3. Transportation, 5,800 00
4. Playground supervisor, 300 00
$7,400 00
Equipment and Other Charges
:
1. Nev^ equipment, general, $200 00
2. Replacing old typev^riters w^ith
new, 140 00
3. State supervisory tax, ($2.00
per pupil), 2,850 00
4. Superintendent's salary to
State, 1,300 00
5. Insurance, 120 00
6. Special repairs, 1,536 00
7. Vocational Education, 2,000 00
$8,146 00
$90,780 00





1 September 4 to December 14,
2 weeks vacation
2 January 2 to February 15,
1 week vacation
3 February 25 to April 18,
1 week vacation
4 April 28 to June 13,
HIGH SCHOOL
1 September 4 to December 21,
1 week vacation
2 January 2 to February 15,
1 week vacation
3 February 25 to April 18,
1 week vacation












High School, 8.00 A. M. -1.00 P. M.
Allen, School St., Maple St., 8.45-11.45 A. M. and
1.15-3.15 P. M.
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East Rochester, 9.00-11.55 A. M., and 1.15-3.20 P. M.
Gonic, 8.45-11.45 A. M. and 1.00-3.00 P. M.
Meaderboro, 8.45-11.45 A. M. and 1.00-3.15 P. M.
HOLIDAYS
Labor Day, Columbus Day, Thanksgiving Day, with
the Friday following, Christmas Day, New Year's
Day, Washington's Birthday, Fast Day, Memorial Day,
and every Saturday.
NO-SCHOOL SIGNAL
Two blasts upon the fire alarm, repeated once.
At 7.05 A. M., all schools closed for the forenoon.
At 8.00 A. M., elementary schools closed for the
forenoon.
At 12.30 P. M., all schools closed for the afternoon.
At 11.15 A. M., all grades dismissed at the usual
morning closing hour for the rest of the day.
The same signals will be sounded in Gonic and East
Rochester.
TUITION
Tuition for non-resident pupils is $70.00 a year for
the High School and $48.00 a year for the elementary
schools.
Non-resident pupils desiring to be admitted to Roch-
ester schools should first secure a written permit from
the superintendent of schools.
Graduation Exercises
CLASS OF 1923, ROCHESTER HIGH SCHOOL
City Hall, Rochester, New Hampshire
June 21, 1923, at 8 P. M.
Class Motto: Qualis labor, praemium tale
PROGRAM
Music, Mazurka, C. Saint-Saens
High School Orchestra




Music, Spring's Awakening, Edouard Schuett
Girls' Glee Club






Music, Fairy Tale, Karl Konizak
Minuet in G, Ludtvig van Beethoven
High School Orchestra




Music, June Rhapsody, Mabel W. Daniels
Girls' Glee Club
Awarding of Prizes, .
Headmaster E. S. Eraser
Presentation of Diplomas,





















































































































































*Alma Hartford *Harold Richardson
*Hilda Hoey Frank Stamyon
*Ivan Jenkins *Herbert Varney
Virginia Larion *Charles Weed
East Rochester School
*Reginald Hoyt *Geneva Parsons
*Paul Jandrew Marion Pease
*Thelma Marcotte *Robert Wilson
Meaderboro School
*Elwyn Header
'These pupils entered High School September, 1923.
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IN MEMORIAM
Charles A. Roberts, Allen School, May 22, 1923
Onidas Gagne, Evening School, Oct. 14, 1923

Vital Statistics
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